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1EIGHTY-SIXTH ANNUAL
Spring 
Commencement
Georgia Southern 
University
Graduate
Friday, May 9, 2014
1:00 P.M.
Hanner Fieldhouse
590 Herty Drive
Statesboro, Georgia
underGraduate
Saturday, May 10, 2014
9:00 A.M.
Paulson Stadium
203 Lanier Drive
Statesboro, Georgia
2
We would like to thank the ROTC Cadets and other Georgia Southern University volunteers for their assistance with today’s ceremony.
Graduate Ceremony
aCKnoWLedGmentS
FaCuLty marSHaLS
Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
 
College of Business Administration
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and
 Information Technology
 College of Education
College of Health and Human Sciences
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
College of Science and Mathematics
JOHN R. DIEBOLT, Ph.D., Associate Dean and Professor, Jack N. Averitt College of 
Graduate Studies
ROBERT W. FERNEKES, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Information Services 
Librarian, Henderson Library 
EDDIE METREJEAN, Ph.D., Associate Professor, School of Accountancy 
MANOUCHEHR TABATABAEI, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Information Systems
JUAN VARGAS, Ph.D., Associate Dean, Professor, Computer Sciences 
BRIAN L. VLCEK Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Mechanical Engineering
C. AMELIA DAVIS, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Curriculum Foundations and 
Reading
DEVON JENSEN, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Leadership, Technology, and Human 
Development
URSULA A. PRITHAM, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, School of Nursing
STEPHEN J. ROSSI, Ph.D., Associate Dean and Associate Professor Health and 
Kinesiology
PEGGY LINDSEY, M.A., Lecturer, Writing and Linguistics
JOE N. PELLEGRINO, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Literature and Philosophy
EVANS AFRIYIE-GYAWU, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Environmental Health 
Sciences
JAMES H. STEPHENS, D.H.A., Associate Professor, Health Policy and Management
KATHLYN M. SMITH, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Geology
ZACH STAHLSCHMIDT, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Biology
readerS
tHe PLatForm Party
JASON A. LAFRANCE, Ed.D., Assistant Professor, Leadership, Technology, and 
Human Development
RAYMONA H. LAWRENCE, Dr.P.H., Assistant Professor, Community Health 
CHERYL T. METREJEAN, Ph.D., Associate Professor, School of Accountancy 
MARC E. MOULTON, M.F.A., Associate Professor, Art 
BROOKS A. KEEL, Ph.D., President 
JEMELLEH COES, M.Ed., 2014 Georgia Teacher of the Year, Special Education, 
English Language Arts Teacher, Langston Chapel Middle School, Bulloch County 
Board of Education
JEAN E. BARTELS, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
ROBERT L. WHITAKER, M.B.A., Vice President for Business and Finance
TERESA E. THOMPSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment 
Management
STEVEN C. BURRELL, Ed.S., Vice President for Information Technology/Chief 
Information Officer
CHARLES E. PATTERSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Research and Economic 
Development and Dean, Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
RUSSELL T. KEEN, B.B.A., Vice President for Governmental Relations and 
Community Engagement
CURTIS E. RICKER, D.A., Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
THOMAS R. KOBALLA, JR., Ph.D., Dean, College of Education
ALLEN C. AMASON, Ph.D., Dean, College of Business Administration
A. BARRY JOYNER, Ph.D., Dean, College of Health and Human Sciences
MARTHA L. ABELL, Ph.D., Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
W. BEDE MITCHELL, Ed.D., Dean of the Henderson Library and University 
Librarian
MOHAMMAD S. DAVOUD, Ph.D., Dean, Allen E. Paulson College of 
 Engineering and Information Technology
R. GREGORY EVANS, Ph.D., Dean, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
ROBERT COSTOMIRIS, Ph.D., Moderator, Faculty Senate
VELMA S. BURDEN, Ed.D., Registrar
GARRETT L. GREEN, B.S., President, Student Government Association and 
Graduating Graduate Student, Higher Education Administration 
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* audIenCe PLeaSe Stand
** audIenCe PLeaSe Stand and remaIn StandInG untIL tHe PLatForm Party and FaCuLty HaVe eXIted tHe 
FIeLdHouSe.  tHe GraduateS WILL not reCeSS.
ProGram
*ProCeSSIonaL
   
maCeBearer
IntroduCtIon oF tHe PreSIdent
WeLCome
medItatIon
IntroduCtIon oF SPeaKer
CommenCement addreSS
reCoGnItIon oF emerItuS FaCuLty and 
FaCuLty aWardS oF eXCeLLenCe
ConFerrInG oF Graduate deGreeS
reCoGnItIon oF aVerItt aWardS
*aLma mater
**reCeSSIonaL
Pomp and Circumstance (Military March No. 1, Op. 39) by Edward Elgar
Performed by:  DAVID MURRAY, D.M.A., Associate Professor, Music
ROBERT COSTOMIRIS
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN KOBALLA
PRESIDENT KEEL
MRS. JEMELLEH COES
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN PATTERSON
DEAN PATTERSON
MARGARET A. ALLEY, Graduating Masters Student, Master of Music, Music 
Education
Jigg in A Major by Jeremiah Clarke 
Performed by: DAVID MURRAY, D.M.A., Associate Professor, Music
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JaCK n. aVerItt CoLLeGe oF Graduate StudIeS
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Alejandra Sabio Kennedy
B.A., Clemson University, 1994
M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2009
Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2010
Dissertation: Leadership Development in Higher Education:
Skills, Competencies, and Practices for Non-Academic Leaders
Major Professor:  Daniel Calhoun, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Gilda Rackley
B.S., Georgia College, 1993
M.Ed., Georgia College and State University, 1997
Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2007
Dissertation: Mentorship Perceptions of Women Principals in
Rural South Georgia
Major Professor:  Daniel Calhoun, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Trevis Christopher Killen
B.A., Albany State University, 2003
M.S.W., University of Georgia, 2006
Ed.S., University of Georgia, 2007
Dissertation: Project Reconnect Program: Engaging 
Truant Adolescents through Pre-Court Diversion
Major Professor: Kymberly Drawdy, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Donald Doyle Avery
B.B.A., Georgia Southern College, 1986
M.B.A., Georgia Southern University, 1998
Dissertation: The Relationship between Financial Aid Type
and Academic Success in a Public Two Year College in Georgia
Major Professor: James E. Green, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Brandy Bray Corbett
B.S., North Georgia College and State University, 1996
M.Ed., University of Georgia, 1998
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University, 2005
Dissertation: Achieving Work-Life Balance Practices of
Female Principals
Major Professor: James E. Green, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Shawn Davidson
B.A., Winston-Salem University, 1990
M.A., Clark Atlanta University, 2000
Ed.S., Jacksonville State University, 2004
Dissertation: Stakeholders’ Perceptions of Dropout Prevention 
Strategies in a Rural Ninth Grade Academy
Major Professor: James E. Green, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Michael Jerome Finley
B.S.Ed., Georgia State University, 2005
M.A., Central Michigan University, 2006
Ed.S., Cambridge College, 2008
Dissertation: An Exploration of the Relationship between 
Teachers’ Perceptions of Principals’ Instructional Leadership and 
Transformational Leadership Behaviors
Major Professor: James E. Green, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Thaddeus L. Shubert
B.S., Georgia Southern College, 1988
M.Ed., Augusta State University, 2006
Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2011
Dissertation:  Retention Pathways for African American Males
Major Professor: Devon Jensen, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Steven Craig Burrell
B.S., Sterling College, 1987
M.Ed., Plymouth State University, 2001
Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2011
Dissertation:  IT Staff Turnover Intentions, Job Modification,
and the Effects of Work Recognition at Large Public Higher 
Education Institutions.
Major Professor: Jason LaFrance, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Veronica Vanessa Harris
B.S., Albany State College, 1994
M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 1997
Ed.S., Albany State University, 2002
Dissertation: Special Education Teachers’ Experiences and 
Perceptions of the Georgia Alternate Assessment
Major Professor: Jason LaFrance, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Shannon Flounnory
B.S., Savannah State University, 1989
M.Ed., University of West Georgia, 1997
Ed.S., Jacksonville State University, 2007
Dissertation: An Examination of the Relationship between 
the Seven Critical Leadership Functions and Middle School
African-American and Hispanic Student Achievement
Major Professor: Brenda Marina, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Michael Shane Casdorph
B.A., Marylhurst University, 1997
M.Ed., University of South Carolina, 2004 
Dissertation: Faculty Motivation and Intent to Teach Online
Major Professor: Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
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Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Jessica Glisson Edenfield
B.S.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2002
M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2006
Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2010
Dissertation:  Teachers’ Perceptions of Merit Pay in Georgia
Major Professor: Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Ronda Hightower
B.S., Brewton-Parker College, 2000
M.Ed., Georgia College & State University, 2006
Ed.S., Georgia College & State University, 2007
Dissertation: Co-teaching and Student Achievement:
Where are the Data?
Major Professor: Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Marie Therese Underwood
B.S., Idaho State University, 1986
M.S., Idaho State University, 1987
Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University, 2007
Dissertation: Identification of Specific Learning Disabilities: 
Georgia School Psychologists Perceptions
Major Professor: Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Thomas Benjamin Jones
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2002
M.Ed., Kennesaw State University, 2007
Dissertation:  Chaos Theory, Theology, and Curriculum:
Striving Towards the Impossibility of the Gift
Major Professor: John Weaver, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Marjorie M. Nussbaum
B.A., Goshen College, 2003
M.S., Antioch University New England, 2006
Dissertation: Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices of
Environmental Justice in Higher Education
Major Professor: John Weaver, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Dawnique Steel
B.A., Mercer University, 1988
M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2004
Dissertation:  Cultivating Voice through Web 2.0 Infused
Critical Media Literacy: Pedagogy for African American Girls
Major Professor: Judith Repman, Ph.D.
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Science
Annette Beebe Hayman
B.S.N., Armstrong State College, 1987
M.S.N., Georgia Southern University, 1993
Clinical Project:  Health Literacy:  Knowledge and Experiences
of Nurses in an Acute Care Setting
Project Chair: Melissa Garno, Ed.D.
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Science
Sheryl Hall Winn
B.S.N., Pensacola Christian College, 1982
M.S.N., Emory University, 1996
Clinical Project:  Motivational Interviewing for Prevention
of Type 2 Diabetes  in African-American Men
Project Chair: Elaine Marshall, Ph.D.
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Science
Breanna L. Lathrop
B.A., St. Olaf College, 2006
M.S.N., Emory University, 2008
M.P.H., Emory University, 2008
Clinical Project:  Improving Prenatal Care among
Low-Income Women through Group Prenatal Care
Project Chair: Ursula Pritham, Ph.D.
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Science
Chinyere Divinelove Enworom
B.S.N., Kean University, 2000
M.S., Rutgers University, 2005
Clinical Project:  Evaluation of Kidney Disease Education
on Clinical Outcomes and Knowledge of Self-Management
Behaviors of CKD Patients
Project Chair: Marian Tabi, Ph.D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Logistics/Supply Chain Management
Amit Arora
B.S., Aligarh University, 1997
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology, 2006
Dissertation: Sustainability Strategies in Supply Chain 
Management
Major Professor: Gerard J. Burke, Ph.D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Logistics/Supply Chain Management
Jessica L. Robinson
B.S.B.A., Central Michigan University, 2002
M.S., Arizona State University, 2010
Dissertation: Organizational Identification and Supply Chain 
Orientation: Examining a Supply Chain Integration Paradox
Major Professor:  Karl B. Manrodt, Ph.D.
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Heather Smith Lambros
B.A., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 2008
M.S., Georgia Southern University, 2011
Dissertation:  Assessing Public Stigma toward Schizophrenia and
 Depression in Rural Areas
Major Professor: Karen Z. Naufel, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Biostatistics
Haresh Dharmu Rochani
M.B.B.S., Maharaja Sayaji Rao University, 2007
M.P.H., Georgia Southern University, 2010
Dissertation:  Explicit Estimates for Cell Counts and Modeling the
Missing Data Indicators in Three-Way Contingency Table by
Log-Linear Models
Major Professor: Robert Vogel, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Community Health Behavior and Education
Dayna Sharnell Alexander
B.S., University of North Carolina-Charlotte, 2006
M.S.P.H., University of North Carolina-Charlotte, 2010
Dissertation:  Preventing Childhood Obesity:  A Mixed Methods 
Study into the Perceptions of African Americans in a Rural
Community
Major Professor: Moya Alfonso, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Community Health Behavior and Education
Kellie O. Penix
B.S.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2008
M.S., Georgia Southern University, 2009
Dissertation:  Effects of a Weight Training Personalized System of 
Instruction Course on Self-Efficacy, Behavioral Intent, Fitness 
Levels, Knowledge, and Physical Activity Levels
Major Professor: Andrew Hansen, Dr.P.H.
Doctor of Public Health
Community Health Behavior and Education
Mary Angelee Grace Weaver
B.S., Florida State University, 2006
M.A., Georgia Southern University, 2008
Dissertation: Assessing Socio-stigmatizing Factors Affecting
 College Students’ STI Testing Decisions 
Major Professor: Gulzar H. Shah, Ph.D
Doctor of Public Health
Community Health Behavior and Education
Carla Allen Noah
B.S., Medical College of Georgia, 1992
M.S., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 1999
Dissertation: Kids Playing for KEEPS: A Feasibility Study of 
Coronary Heart Disease Intervention in a Rural African American
Community
Major Professor: Greg Evans, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Public Health Leadership
Divine C. Offoegbu
B.S., Tuskegee University, 2003
M.P.H., Morehouse School of Medicine, 2008
Dissertation: Examining the relationships and Patterns of Adult
Patient Deviation of Disparity for Colorectal Cancer Screening in
Southeast Georgia
Major Professor: Gerald Ledlow, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Public Health Leadership
Vibha Kumar
M.B.B.S, Delhi University, 1975
M.D., Nagpur University, 1985
Dissertation: Public Health Professionals’ Preparedness and
Challenges in Implementing the Meaningful Use of Electronic
Health Records Technology in the State of Georgia- A Mixed
Method Study
Major Professor: Gulzar H. Shah, Ph.D.
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Master of Fine Arts
Art
Eric Brendan Clark
B.F.A., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 2010
Thesis: Some Assembly Required
Major Professor: Marc Moulton, M.F.A.
Master of Fine Arts
Art
James Anthony Faris
B.F.A., Savannah College of Art and Design, 2003
Thesis: Risen Land
Major Professor: Marc Moulton, M.F.A.
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Scott Stephen Foxx
B.F.A., Atlanta College of Art, 2000
Thesis: Infrastructure
Major Professor: Jessica Burke. M.F.A.
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Max Rebel
B.F.A., Georgia Southern University, 2010
Thesis: Fragmented
Major Professor: Patricia Walker, M.F.A.
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Janet Suarez
B.F.A., University of Florida, 1987
B.S., Kennesaw State University, 1997
Thesis: Reflections on Our Time
Major Professor: Patricia Walker, M.F.A.
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oF Graduate StudIeS
Education Specialist
Sherri Cassandra Anthony  
Robert N. Batchelor III  
Leah Kathryn Beasley  
Cara Burban  
Amanda Cole Burkhalter  
Temeka Tawann Butts  
Brandi Nichole Cameron  
Rosylia Carr  
Burton Carter  
Carol S. Carter  
Kristen Rand Cerny  
Kathryn E. Chapman  
Lisa Clements  
Kelly Coffey Colvin  
Ashley Britt Crosby  
Brandy Wilson Darnell  
Tiffany Nicole Davis  
Lauren Elizabeth Easton  
Adriene Jamal Fennell  
Shaqulia L. Foreman  
Cynthia M. Griffin  
Charles Edgar Hampton  
Felicia Evonne Harley  
John Paul Hearn  
Mitzi Bond Helms  
Rachel Leigh Hildreth  
Katherine A. Hill  
Jenna Marie Horton  
Rustin Dawn Howard  
Cicely Denise Jackson  
Kimberly D. King  
Mallory Kaye Kirkland  
Robert Christopher Lindsey  
Jessica Ann Loiacono  
Charlene Wonderful Lotson  
Jeannie McCurdy  
Alicia Marie Meng  
Johnetta De’Andra Moore  
Meredith Law Murray  
Justin Otto  
Alyssa Hope Prater  
Jaime Lynn Rearley  
Jamar Kentaro Robinson  
Johnnie Skelton  
Amy Lynn Sellers Smith  
Rebecca Emily Smith  
Jennifer Spitko  
Tammy Markai Stratton  
Kimberly Eckles Stuckey  
Stephanie Tatum  
Issac Christopher Taylor  
Toni P. Terwilliger  
Kathleen Maloof Tootle  
Rachel Smith Tyre  
Cynthia Behrens Vaughan  
Todd Martin Wall  
Ariel Robert White  
Emily Bennett Wood  
Keith Lawrence Wright
  
Master of Accounting
Donny Alan Benton, Jr.  
Christel Jean Brandon  
Bradley Chandler Bugg  
Valarie Shea Burke  
Sarah Renee Burnett  
Leah Nicolle Epperson  
Matt Follis  
Samantha Brooke Hairston 
Benjamin Elliot Hauber  
Michael L. Hyatt  
Bridgette Renee’ Jordan  
LaShai Evelyn Joshua  
Danielle Brooke LaDuron  
Jenna Rebecca Lay  
Chelsi Renee Lewis  
Taylor Landry Lewis  
Mary Kathryn Mason  
Brian Richard Mayr 
Khrystyn Davongyelle Owens 
Benjamin Keith Perkins, Jr. 
Colin Brent Reid  
Merrit Blair Smith  
Mark Smolinski  
Jeremy Randolph Story  
Burlie Wayne Taylor III  
Delaney Tuggle  
Stacey Clermont Walters  
Tiffany Denise White  
Christopher Williamson  
Master of Arts
Jennifer Rebecca Arrants  
Andrew Blake Ayala  
Jeffrey Baisch  
Ahmed Bekhet  
Paul Woodrow Bridges II  
Elizabeth A. Cullen  
Hubert Jeremiah Gibson  
Robert Jerome Greene II  
Jaclyn Leigh Grizzell  
Amanda Shelby Kinchen  
Kimberly Morgan Knipe  
Frances Krieg  
Clayton Cory Lowe  
Matthew Allen Luke  
Tiffany Nicole Manning  
Erin Marie Martin  
Peter Joseph McCollum  
Shay Meredith  
Matthew H. Newberry  
Aaron Edward Roberts  
Cameron Anne Rocker  
Audrey Ruark  
Jessica Yvonne Spearman  
Malorie Amber Sponseller  
Master of Arts in Teaching
Lisa Arnold  
Kyle Chambers  
Marisha D. Coleman  
Melissa Rachel Coleman  
Liliam Crowley  
Adrienne Leigh DeFoe-Dobbs
Kathryn Elton  
Selena Whitney Farmer  
Zachary Anderson Giebner  
Phillips E. Griffin III  
Lindsey Harrison  
Meredith Claire Hein  
Kelly Christine Jackson  
Dean Kody Jones  
Jennifer Mae Jones  
Erin Rachel Just  
Brenda Nicole Kinner  
Leia M. Lancaster  
Miranda Cee McCrae  
Marla Katherine Middleton  
J.D. Moran  
Hannah Nabors  
Bruny Negroni-Martinez  
Kristopher Rustin Peebles  
Deirdre Wade Roberson  
Jessica Averitt Rushing  
Bilinda Elizabeth Sikes  
BreAnna Sinclair  
Kristen Sweda  
Zachary N. Whiteside  
Carol Ja’Ret Whitfield  
Master of Business Administration
Nicholaus Jahnz Batey  
John Quincy Baucom III  
Michael John Blain  
Lindsey Marie Bollinger  
Kevin Michael Bowles  
Sara Jean Brady  
Michael P. Bruno  
Nicole Marie Bryan  
Shannon Ryan Butler  
Kenyetta Campbell  
Kevin J. Carter  
Patrinia Augustus Clark  
Adrienne Brittany Curtis  
Roryon Duran Davis  
Jessica A. DeLaigle  
Joseph DeWitt  
Thomas Edward Donlevy  
Jackie Braxton Dukes, Jr.  
Drew Alexander Fichtel  
David S. Galvin  
Allam Garcia  
Cedric E. Geiger  
Catherine C. Geltz  
Shelley Denise Godwin  
Michael James Halcik  
Kenneth J. Hallacy  
Kimberly L. Hayes  
Matthew Michael Herman  
Marcus Alan Higginbotham  
Todd Zachariah Hillard  
Eddie Lee Hogue, Jr.  
Tiffany C. Hollingsworth  
Bryan Keith Hooks  
Jeffrey M. Hoptroff  
Ryan Kenneth Jacobsma  
Natalie Ann James  
Saranga D. Kumar  
Michael R. Langer  
Brian Jon Langley  
Barry Lynn LaRue, Jr.  
Lee Michael Lawrence  
Michael J. Lee  
Cole Thomas Lewis  
David C. Lott  
Erika Dalee Lovett  
Vennise P. Lundy  
Chad Michael Madill  
Brenton William Marona  
Kristina Lavada McCallum  
Charles Solomons McKenzie  
Megean Leigh Miller  
Hayden Kathleen Milliron  
Christopher Jacob Myers  
Allison L. Nabers  
James William Organ  
John C. Peters  
James S. Posovich  
Raoul Henry Potier II  
Mindy Ridgeway  
Christi C. Sanders  
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9Stacie N. Schnurrer  
Mary Elizabeth Scott  
Richard M. Smith  
Mark William Tamasi, Jr.  
Bodhipaksha Buddhi Prabasha Thilakarathne 
Julie Ann Tinsley  
Alfred Colby Todd  
Adam Vreeland  
Joshua Ware  
Micah J. Warner  
Justin Wood Widener  
David Joseph Wilson  
Douglas R. Wright  
Jenna Marie Zaenglein  
Master of Education
Alondra Marquita Anderson  
Stacey Lauren Asher  
Kinsley Mallard Baker  
Cierra Marshauntenita Barksdale
Kathryn Bates  
Sherri Beideck  
Lauren Elizabeth Bell  
Heidi F. Blair  
LaChristen Denean Boyd  
Jacqueline Browning  
Manzie Theardric Broxton II  
Ronald Lee Buncombe, Jr.  
Grace Nicole Buonamia  
Wendy Burns  
Kaamiya Jeelan Burroughs  
Jennifer Gunn Bussey  
Cynthia L. Campbell  
Javious Antwain Canty  
Rebecca Carlisle  
Haley Patricia Clayton  
Caitlyn Cofer  
Justin Cofer  
Mary Ann Coker  
Ashley L. Coleman  
Monique A. Cook  
Anisha M. Cooper  
Naketa Cooper  
Caley DeLoach Copeland  
Cassidy Barbara Ayres Corley  
Connie Reese Courtright  
Carolyn Loomis Cristancho  
Hope Elise Crosby  
Mary Michael Cummings  
Claudia Aracely Cuna  
Tracy Traynham Curry  
Jamie Ann Darling  
Nika Daryooni  
Taijah Janel Davis  
Kayla Deak  
Ashley Denise Deas 
Alison Compton DeWeese  
Christy Ya’Vonne Dinkins  
Lacie Joyce Donaldson  
Christina Douglas  
Carolyn Junay Dowdey  
Ronda Dee Dowell  
Georgia Alyxandra Duckworth 
Jessica Kennedy Durrence  
Jayla Brooke Dyess  
Kristen E. Eason  
Abby F. Edenfield  
Tiffany Ann Elrod  
Susan Brook Esra  
Rachael Diane Findley  
Amy King Fletcher  
Cardia Rushel Foster  
Enoch R. Gill, Jr.  
Candra Glover  
Erica M. Goode  
Erin Eileen Gough  
Angela Charlene Graham  
Jeremiah Thomas Graham  
Joni H. Graham  
Matthew Stefan Graham  
Michelle Leigh Gray  
Garrett Green  
Kaila Dunn Green  
Cadi Elizabeth Griffin  
Kimberly D. Griner  
Melissa Taylor Griner  
Tiffany J. Guiragossian  
Gabrielle Ellis Guyton-Edmiston 
Caitlin E. Hamner  
Tammy M. Harrell  
Elizabeth Harris  
Misty N. Harris  
Amy Nicole Harrison  
Lacey Diane Harville  
Joshua Haynes  
Brooke Driggers Hendrix  
Tamoco O. Hill  
Elizabeth Anne Houston  
Bettina Valencia Howard  
Samantha L. Hughes  
Rachel Starling Hurst  
Jennifer Hyppolite  
Tiffany Nashea Jackson  
Jessica L. James  
Lekeedra Jerretha James  
Julian Baxton Jernigan  
Kevin Tyrus Jernigan  
Clyde Winston John  
Gia R. Johnson  
Kelly Lane Johnson  
William Thomas Johnson, Jr.  
Dorothy W. Jones  
Santrease D’Anne Jones  
Ryan W. Keesee  
Colleen Marie Keller  
Katherine Hubbard Kelly  
Angela McMahan Kennedy  
Amber Harris Kimbrell  
Robin L. Knight  
Sarah Elizabeth Kody  
Christopher M. LaFeve  
Courtney Virgina Langlois  
Kacie Virginia Lanier  
Maria Jean Lauro  
Tammarra E. Letbetter  
Angela Marie Lewis 
Jennifer Martin Loncon  
Amelia Bloodworth Loyd  
Tiffany Marsh  
Susan Marie Mathieson  
Ashley Nicole Mays  
Melissa Ann McCall  
Kecia W. McGouirk  
Melissa Capes McLendon  
Briana Renee McNeil  
Lillie Henry McPhee  
April Wood Miller  
John William Harley Miller  
Lindsay Pearl Mims 
Jada Moore Mitchell  
Kristin Elizabeth Mock  
Amber Morgan  
Heather Alise Morrill  
Harold Reagan Moxley  
Jordyn Lei Nail  
Carla Turner Neloms  
Jaime Marie Noel  
John Okechukwu Nwosu, Jr.  
Michelle Leann O’Connor  
Joshua D. Oglesby  
Abiola Stella Oloyede  
Samantha Osborne  
Misty Dennis Oxford  
Katherine Parker  
Dennis Joseph Pattison  
Douglas Corey Peters  
Lacey Jaye Phillips  
Lindsey Milam Plankenhorn  
George Daniel Praskovich, Jr.  
Alithea Price-Pearlstein  
Angela Marie Pritchett  
Katrina Melinda Prophet  
Kimberly Dixon Rahn  
Amy Maddux Raines  
Priscilla Aron Ray  
Joshua D. Reaves  
Erin A. Record  
Martha Corene Reed  
Markala Catrina Resby  
Mason Garrett Rhodes  
Jamie Allen Roberts  
Kristen Roberts  
Martine Lucia Robinson  
Alyssa Michele Roman  
Allison Brittany Russell  
Jessica Eryn Ryle  
Sean Thomas Sasser 
Kevin John Scheiwe 
Marianna McKibben Scott  
Karin P. Screws  
Melissa Shaw  
Jonathan McGrady Shay  
Jennifer L. Sherrod  
Kacie Marie Shields  
Jodi Pritchard Singletary  
Davina Yolonda Smalley  
Markeisha Tremia Smith  
McKenzie Hayes Smith  
Michael Anthony Smith  
Alexandra Christine Snider  
Shelly Ann Sowell  
Britton Elaina Spivey  
Alton M. Standifer  
Kaitlin Marie Stannard  
Amy Michelle Starley  
Adele Lynn Stevens  
Corbin M. Stripling  
Holly Anne Talbert  
Amy Kathryn Tapley  
Edgar Clinton Tawes  
Brittany Gunn Teston  
Erin C. Thames  
Cari Elizabeth Thompson  
Tiffany Mary Thompson  
Marsheila Sharnise Tillman  
Laura Elizabeth Toft  
Caitlin C. Towns  
Lori Leigh Tribble  
Jennifer Elaine Turner  
Lucas Hill Turner  
Rebecca Bass Van Pelt  
Cayte Conley Vickery  
Paula Denyse Vincent  
Megan Vitale  
Danielle Walden  
Joshua D. Walker  
Natima Gray Walker  
Alesha Latrell Warner  
Stacey Lavette Warren  
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David James McDermott  
Zachary Russell McGalliard  
Katreena Lynnette Mitchell  
Jessica Lyne Mulbah  
Jane Chinyere Obi  
George Ochieng Omari  
Jesuseme Omoruan  
Michele Geis Parker  
Amit Rameshbhai Patel  
Jenna Ann Pollak  
Kristen Danyél Pruitt  
Kandyce Reeves  
Kripa Regmi  
Asa Yvette Renfroe  
Shalisa Patrice Robinson  
Kristen M. Sapp  
Sambridhi Shrestha  
Gemma C. Skuraton  
Angela F. Smith  
Pei-Ling Tseng  
Suzi C. Turner  
Chinedu Ubani  
DeAndre’ Ramon Woods  
Chantavious Wyatt 
 
Master of Science 
Brittany Dane’ Arrington  
Stephen Ethan Ashley  
Frederick A. Avery, Jr.  
Lauren Elizabeth Bach  
Stephanie Elizabeth Beaty-Carney 
Joshua G. Beck  
Steven Roddell Benson  
Jacob Blumberg  
Kristin Rosalie Bockelman  
Michael Patrick Bohana  
Justine Marie Boone  
Michael DeShane Bradley  
Tiffany Marie Burgess  
Kristin Marion Butts  
Ali Maria Elaine Campbell  
Jason K. Campbell  
Arin Walter Canecchio  
Casey Dean Carlson  
Katelyn Michelle Carroll  
Wade Carlton Carruth III  
Jennifer Chau  
Katherine Marie Clonts  
Candice James Cochran  
Franklin Martelli Collins  
Jacob C. Crawford  
Kelly Elizabeth Dabney  
Courtney Marie Daczkowski 
Lauren Marie Deaner  
Alexandra Dorfzaun  
Miriam DuBose  
Matthew Robert Erickson  
Joseph Michael Estaling  
Ciaran Fairman  
Meredith Fehr  
Sean Mareon Fowler  
Thomas Christopher Friel  
Carolyn Elizabeth Gibson  
Frances Carrene Gilbert  
Marshall Lee Green  
Michael Fabrice Guerrier  
Martin Lawrence Hall  
Stephanie E. Harper  
Meredith Foster Hawk  
Rachael Lynn Heckman  
Kelly F. Heino  
Thomas Major Herron  
Cory McMillan Hobbs  
Austin Howlett  
Shujiao Huang  
Demarkus Quintez Hughley  
Iuliia Inozemtseva  
Justin Jarrett  
John David Jarzen  
Paul Jennison  
Morgan T. Jersey  
Skylar E. Jewell  
Kassandra E. Johns  
Chad Roland Johnson  
Erica L. Johnson  
Adriana Brya Joseph  
Adrian Joseph  
Maria Hanna Katariina Karvonen 
Anna Khamitova  
Larry Keith Kinread III  
Hiromi Kowata  
Matthew Robert Lachman  
Austin Jamal Lavergne  
Joy Ellen Losee  
Travis Wayne Losser  
Nicholas Antonio Macias  
Rachel Mae MacTavish  
Hayley Charlene Marks  
Parker Benson Martin  
Stephanie Leigh Marz  
Scott Donald McCabe  
Courtney Annette McDonald  
Sarah Ashley Mello  
Thomas James Mercer  
Ashley Citron Metz  
Karl W. Mickelson  
Justin Joseph Miller  
Laura Elaine Miller  
Vanessa Marie Miller  
Holli Milner  
Jarrett Grady Moore  
Rachel Morreale  
Justain Lee Murphy  
Patrick Michael O’Neill  
Sarah Osborn  
Lindsay J. Osman  
Austen Lee Peacock  
Kayla L. Perry  
Valerie Nicole Plummer  
Brittany N. Poirson  
Samuel Paul Police  
Jeffrey Polk  
Teresa Elizabeth Popp  
Shusen Pu  
Katie LeAnn Reams 
Cory Reece  
Ashlin Whitney Reid  
Alyncia Dominique Robinson 
Sara Marie Rothberger  
Stephanie Rudnik  
Peter L. Rullan  
Jayson Davis Russell  
Michael Sabula  
Erik W. Sanders  
Shot Scarboro  
Donald Gerard Schneider  
Teo E. Sepulveda  
Laurie Shepard  
Valeriia Sherina  
Amauri K. Smith  
Andrew J. Smith  
Christopher P. Snyder  
Joel Taylor Stanley  
Joshua Ryan Staples 
Phillip John Darrell Stevens 
Graduate Ceremony
Nicole Lee Weeden  
Robert Anthony Weisel  
Emily E. West  
Sharia Nicole Williams  
ShaWanda Natasha Williams  
Elaine M. Wilson  
Emily Rebecca Wilson Yox  
Jacob Hoppe Wise  
Stacy Wissner  
Lisa Cara Hawke Witteman  
Colleen Woods  
Amanda Elizabeth Wulle  
Lisa M. Zachry  
Elizabeth L. Zimmerman  
Master of Healthcare Administration
Arash Banaee  
Jodie Beckford  
Rosalind Michelle DeShazo  
Emily Jean Detmer  
Ebonni Marie Fisher  
Heather Dean Helton  
Destiny Ciedah Kelly  
Kim-Cuong Thi Nguyen  
Rebecca O’Neill  
Viral N. Patel  
Abeni Marie Peyton  
RaShaunnah R. Sledge  
Erick Michael Sorrells  
Samuel Matthew Strickland  
Stephen Tyler Williams
Master of Music
Margaret A. Alley  
Douglas Robert Atcheson  
Brian Elwood Dyson  
Edward McCall Benham Farr  
Kristopher Andrew Martenn  
DaShaun Corey McGee  
Seth Amaro Messier  
Heidi Alicia Ordaz  
Michael Robert Thomas  
Hiu Ching Angela Wong  
Xiaohang Yu  
Master of Public Administration
William Edward Bell  
Chelsea Brett McGuire  
Kyle Alton Murphy  
Master of Public Health
Simileoluwa Eniade Aduayi  
Farrah Asgari-Majd  
Laura Belle Isle  
Elizabeth Rae Carter  
Isaias Fernandes Co  
Cherell Cottrell-Daniels  
Emily Katherine Earnest  
Selam Engida  
Jaynie Lee Gaskin  
Laura Elizabeth Gover  
Vincent Bentley Graves  
Ashley Victoria Hill 
Jacquelyn Hughes  
Emeka Ikechukwu Ifebi  
Deltrye LeShae Jackson  
Tabiitha Michelle James  
Sarah Sahar Keihany  
Ebonee Denise Kirkwood  
Kozue Kobayashi  
Brittany Bianca Kyte  
Erin Michele Legrand  
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Hollis Lynn Theard  
Ryan Thompson  
James Dylan Thrash  
Evan Arthur Tieles  
Kostiantyn Timchenko  
Joseph Byron Todd  
Anh Vuong Tran  
William Dane Trott  
Christine Anne Vitiello  
Alfonso Saron Washington  
Brittany Leigh Waters  
Marshall West  
Tabitha Nell Williford  
Tory Rashun Wooley  
Tony Yaacoub  
Meixi Yang  
Tiantian Yang  
Anna Nyarko Yeboah  
David  Young  
Shuai Yuan  
Richard Dagan Zeitz-Holland  
Yiran Zhang 
Master of Science in Applied
Engineering
Christopher Thomas Berry  
Michael Dale Boyett  
Tommy Lee Brown  
Alexandria Elice Cassagnol  
Cameron Tyler Cato  
Emerson C. Christie  
Alisha Marie Diebold  
Alicia Isabel Geter  
Nathaniel Padgett Hill  
Branden Hunter  
Joseph Aaron Laminack  
Jesse Ray Ludwig  
Marcus Deandre Middleton  
William Clyde Moore, Jr.  
Kyle Devon Morse  
Cameron Alexander Muhammad 
John Daniel Pickett  
John W. Powell  
Matthew Scott Purser  
Rodolfo Castro Saavedra  
Louis James Turnbull  
Charles Andrew Volf  
Ibrahim M. Waziri, Jr.  
Master of Science in Nursing
Alisha Salo Bennett  
Amanda Hall Brulte  
Carolyn Elizabeth Connor  
Kristi Deanna Dees  
Kristin Lamb Fenn  
Crystal Whitaker Helmly  
Heather Williams Hyers  
Laura Ashley Jacobs  
Tammy King-Harvey  
Tristia N. Knight  
Lindsay Futch Linton  
Bobby G. Lucas  
Pamela Karen McNeely  
Jackie Lynn Morgan  
Dacia Ranee Olson  
Charmaine L. Quirimit  
Kendra Keenan Seagraves  
Alexandra Wilson  
Joshua J. Woodley  
Graduate Ceremony
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dr. randal d. Carlson, Professor of Instructional Technology, 
will retire July 31, 2014. Dr. Carlson earned a Bachelor of Science 
in Astronautical Engineering from the United States Air Force 
Academy (1966), a Master of Science in Astronautical Engineering 
from Purdue University (1967), and a Ph.D. in Instructional 
Systems from Pennsylvania State University (1993). At the time 
of his retirement, he will have provided 19 years of distinguished 
service to Georgia Southern University. Prior to receiving his 
Ph.D., Dr. Carlson served for over 24 years in the United States Air 
Force as a fighter pilot in combat, operational test and evaluation, 
and tactics instruction. He also served as Assistant Professor of 
Aerospace Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(1975-1978), and Professor and Chair of Aerospace Studies at 
Pennsylvania State University (1987-1990). After graduating with 
his Ph.D., he served jointly as an Assistant Professor of Education 
and Principal Information Engineer in the Applied Research 
Laboratory at Pennsylvania State University from 1993-1995. In 
1994, Dr. Carlson was selected as a Fellow in The American Society 
of Engineering Education Summer Faculty Program at NASA - 
Langley Research Center. During his tenure at Georgia Southern 
University, Dr. Carlson focused on using technological innovation 
and systematic design to improve instruction in education at all 
levels. He coordinated the Instructional Technology program 
from 2000-2003 and was Chair of the Department of Leadership, 
Technology, and Human Development (LTHD) from 2003-2011. 
During that time, the department grew from 13 to 26 tenure-track 
faculty members. He led the preparation of LTHD for the National 
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) 
review in 2007, which resulted in unrestricted accreditation. 
Program changes that he supported enabled the Counselor 
Education program to become initially accredited by the Council 
for the Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational 
Programs (CACREP). Additionally, personnel and resource 
changes he originated enabled the School Psychology program to 
become initially approved by the National Association of School 
Psychologists (NASP). A strong proponent of distance learning, he 
led all LTHD programs to increase their distance education offerings 
to better teach and serve the candidates in those programs. Since 
2006, Dr. Carlson has been a Member of the Board of Examiners 
for the Georgia Professional Standards Commission. Dr. Carlson 
served on the Editorial Review Board for the Association for the 
Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE) Journal and 
the International Journal on E-Learning. His previous military 
experience, as well as his expertise in technology applications and 
assessment and evaluation, led to an invitation to consult with the 
American Council on Education and the Department of Defense 
as a Visitor in Military Installation Volunteer Education Review 
(MIVER) program from 2000-2011. Dr. Carlson has published 7 
book chapters, 33 journal articles, and 30 juried papers. He has 
made numerous presentations at state, regional, national, and 
international conferences, and was co-principal investigator for 
two grants worth over $145,000. He has chaired or been a member 
of numerous University, college, and department committees. In 
recognition of his meritorious service to his program, department, 
college, University, and profession, Dr. Carlson has earned the title 
of Professor Emeritus of Instructional Technology.
dr. Kenneth F. Clark, Professor of Instructional Technology, will 
retire July 31, 2014. Dr. Clark earned his Bachelor of Science degree 
in Mathematics from Florida State University (1971), and his Master 
of Education degree in Mathematics Education from Florida 
Atlantic University (1974). He earned his Educational Specialist 
degree in Instructional Computing from Nova University (1981), 
and his Doctor of Education degree in Curriculum and Instruction 
from the University of Florida (1986). At the time of his retirement 
Dr. Clark will have provided 26 years of distinguished service to 
Georgia Southern University. Prior to joining the University, Dr. 
Clark was a Visiting Assistant Professor at the University of Florida 
and before that spent 13 years as a public school teacher in Miami-
Dade County, Florida. During his tenure at Georgia Southern 
University, Dr. Clark spent a semester teaching at the University 
of Zululand in Natal, South Africa, as part of a faculty exchange 
program. Dr. Clark was the first coordinator of the Instructional 
Technology graduate program and most recently was the 
coordinator of the Educational Specialist degree in Instructional 
Technology. He was part of a three-person team that transformed 
the Instructional Technology program into the first completely 
online program in the College of Education. Since its inception, 
this program has grown into the largest graduate program in 
the College of Education. As part of the program Dr. Clark has 
developed and taught numerous online courses in Instructional 
Technology. In the area of scholarship, Dr. Clark has authored 
over 30 peer-reviewed papers and journal articles, 3 book chapters, 
and 9 pieces of computer software. In addition to his publications, 
he has delivered over 100 presentations at state, national, and 
international conferences. All of his work has dealt with the 
integration of technology into the instructional process, including 
a number of externally funded grants worth a total of more than 
one million dollars. Dr. Clark has served on over 40 committees 
at the department, college, University, and state levels, many of 
which he chaired. He has served on Doctoral and Educational 
Specialist committees, mentored new faculty, and served on 
many public school technology committees. Professionally, Dr. 
Clark was a member of the Founding Board of Directors of the 
Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education (SITE), 
an international association of educators who is interested in the 
emerItuS FaCuLty
President Keel has recommended to the Board of regents of the university System of Georgia that the following faculty members be 
granted emeritus status upon retirement:
Honorary deGreeS aWarded By
GeorGIa SoutHern unIVerSIty
The Board of Regents approves the awarding of a highly-selective honorary degree, which is conferred by University System of Georgia 
institutions to recognize individuals of notable achievement in an academic field, the arts and letters, their profession or public service. Since 
1996, Georgia Southern University has been privileged to confer Honorary Doctoral Degrees to the exceptional individuals listed below.
 BETTY FOY SANDERS Doctor of Fine Arts August 11, 1996 
 THE HONORABLE CARL SANDERS Doctor of Laws August 11, 1996 
 ALLEN E. PAULSON Doctor of Science June 14, 1997
 THE HONORABLE F. EVERETT WILLIAMS Doctor of Humane Letters December 8, 1997 
 JACKIE ANDERSON STRANGE Doctor of Letters June 14, 1998 
 THE HONORABLE ARTHUR GIGNILLIAT Doctor of Humane Letters December 19, 1998 
 WILLIAM FREEMAN Doctor of Letters May 8, 1999 
 EMMA KELLY Doctor of Fine Arts May 9, 1999 
 EUGENE M. BISHOP Doctor of Letters May 13, 2000
 HALA MODDLEMOG Doctor of Letters May 5, 2007
 LUIS A. AGUILAR Doctor of Public Service May 11, 2013
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use of information technology and teacher education.  He went 
on to serve on SITE’s Board of Directors and was a member of 
the Editorial Review Board for the Journal of Technology and 
Teacher Education. In recognition of his many contributions to 
the program, department, college, University, and profession, 
Dr. Kenneth Clark has earned the title of Professor Emeritus of 
Instructional Technology. 
dr. Jonathan Copeland, Professor Emeritus of Biology, will retire 
on May 31, 2014. Dr. Copeland received his B.A. degree cum 
laude from Tufts University in 1968 and his Ph.D. from the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook in 1975. He conducted 
postdoctoral research in the field of Cellular Neurophysiology 
at Princeton University where he also worked as an instructor. 
He was awarded a certificate in Business Administration from 
the University of Virginia in 1983. Dr. Copeland also completed 
a M.A.T. in Secondary Science Education at Tufts University in 
1992. Dr. Copeland held positions at the University of Wisconsin 
at Milwaukee, Swarthmore College, and Grinnell College before 
coming to Georgia Southern University at the rank of Associate 
Professor in 1991. He was promoted to Professor in 1998. Dr. 
Copeland is internationally known for his research in the area of 
bioluminescence, especially the behavioral function and neural 
control of bioluminescence in fireflies. He has studied fireflies 
from Southeast Asia to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 
For many years, Dr. Copeland offered a workshop at the national 
park about synchronously flashing fireflies and firefly biology in 
general during his research trips to the park. Many of the park’s 
guidebooks refer to his work on fireflies and the phenomenon of 
synchronization. Dr. Copeland has published over 60 scientific 
articles including articles in the prestigious journals Nature and 
Science. He was the recipient of the University Award for Excellence 
in Scholarly Activity. He has provided information for many 
popular press articles in publications for children and adults, from 
Highlights to Southern Living. Given the popularity of fireflies, Dr. 
Copeland has provided interviews to many news outlets including 
the Australian National Radio, BBC, CBS Radio, New York Times, 
Tennessee PB, and Washington Post. Dr. Copeland is known 
for his great passion for teaching and facilitating the experience 
of discovery in students both in the laboratory and the field. For 
all of his meritorious contributions and service – too numerous 
to enumerate here, Dr. Jonathan Copeland deserves the title of 
Professor Emeritus of Biology.
dr. Henry a. eisenhart, Professor of Recreation and Tourism 
Management, will retire May 31, 2014. Dr. Eisenhart earned his 
Bachelor’s degree (1970), Master of Arts in Geography (1973), and 
Doctor of Philosophy in Recreation Resource Management (1979) 
from the University of New Mexico. He spent 11 years on the faculty 
at Oklahoma University before joining Georgia Southern in 1991 as 
Professor and Chair of the Department of Recreation and Leisure 
Services. In 1995, the Department absorbed the undergraduate 
and graduate degree programs in Sport Management, and his 
position became Chair of the Department of Recreation and 
Sport Management. In 2002, the College of Health and Human 
Sciences reorganized and created a new department consisting of 
six undergraduate degree programs and two graduate programs. 
With this reorganization, his position title changed to Chair of the 
Department of Hospitality, Tourism, and Family and Consumer 
Sciences. At the time of his retirement, he will have given 23 years 
of service to Georgia Southern University. During his tenure, he 
taught a wide range of courses reflecting his diverse educational 
background. Dr. Eisenhart has published over two dozen articles 
in refereed professional journals, co-authored a book on economic 
development, and is recognized as an international scholar in 
the disciplines of recreation and sport, having given invited 
presentations in China, Australia, Finland, Canada, Brazil, 
Greece, as well as many presentations throughout the United 
States. Dr. Eisenhart’s research has focused on the organization 
and management of sport and recreation agencies and on the 
social issues of sport in American and international cultures. He 
has been active in the National Recreation and Park Association; 
the North American Society of Sport Management; the American 
Alliance of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance; 
and the Georgia Recreation and Park Association. He has served 
on, and chaired, countless university and college committees and 
was also a participant in the University System of Georgia Faculty 
Development Seminar which toured Morocco and Spain and 
studied the influence of the Moors on Spanish Culture. In addition, 
Dr. Eisenhart served as a consultant to the 2006 Pan American 
Games in Rio de Janeiro. In recognition of his meritorious 
contributions and service to the department, college, University, 
and the profession, Dr. Henry A. Eisenhart is awarded the title of 
Professor Emeritus of Recreation and Tourism Management.
dr. Clara e. Krug, Professor of French, will retire May 31, 2014. Dr. 
Krug earned her B.A. with honors in French, a minor in German, 
and teacher certification, from James Madison University. She 
earned her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in French literature from 
Michigan State University. She has also studied Italian, Polish, 
and Spanish. At the time of her retirement, Dr. Krug will have 
provided the University with 36 years of notable service. Since 
joining the faculty of Georgia Southern in 1978, she has taught 
French courses from the elementary to upper-division levels and 
was among the first in the Department of Foreign Languages to 
implement proficiency-oriented instruction in her courses. She has 
presented workshops related to proficiency-oriented instruction in 
school systems across Georgia, in New Jersey and Rhode Island, at 
the annual convention of the American Council on the Teaching 
of Foreign Languages, and at sessions of the College Board’s 
Educational Equality Project. Dr. Krug has published articles 
related to seventeenth-century literature, Francophone literature, 
and composition in Dimension, The French Review, and Romance 
Monographs, and has contributed chapters to books. She has 
received grants from the Georgia Department of Education, the 
United States Department of Education, the Georgia Humanities 
Council, and the National Endowment for the Humanities. A 
recipient of Georgia Southern’s award for Excellence in Service, her 
contributions include service on Faculty Senate and various Senate 
and University committees. She served two three-year terms 
as a member of the Board of the Georgia Humanities Council 
and a four-year term as a member of the Board of the Southern 
Conference on Language Teaching. The Georgia Conference of 
the American Association of University Professors presented her 
with an award for her contributions to shared governance. She has 
also received awards for her teaching from the Foreign Language 
Association of Georgia, the Governor of Georgia, and the Carnegie 
Foundation. For these and many other distinguished contributions 
to the department, college, University, and profession, Dr. Clara 
Krug has earned the title of Professor Emerita of French.
dr. Judith L. repman, Professor of Instructional Technology, 
will retire July 31, 2014. Dr. Repman earned her degrees from 
Louisiana State University, including her Bachelor of Arts (1974), 
her Master of Library and Information Science (1976), and her 
Ph.D. in Educational Technology (1989). She began her academic 
career at Texas Tech University, where she served on the faculty 
and as Director of the Learning Resources Center for eight years. 
At the time of her retirement, Dr. Repman will have provided 17 
years of distinguished teaching and service to Georgia Southern 
University. During her academic career, Dr. Repman has been 
a leader and innovator in distance and online learning in her 
teaching fields of instructional technology and school library 
media. At Georgia Southern, she served as Program Coordinator 
of the Instructional Technology master’s degree program when it 
was selected for inclusion in the Georgia OnMyLine (GOML) state-
wide collaborative M.Ed. initiative. As part of her responsibilities, 
she was active in formulating policies and procedures for offering 
the first fully-online M.Ed. program in the College of Education, 
developing online courses, and advising students who enrolled 
in the program. Dr. Repman served as interim chair of the 
Department of Leadership, Technology and Human Development 
(2011-12) and has served on numerous college and University 
committees. She co-chaired the College of Education’s National 
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) 
accreditation team from 2005-07. Dr. Repman has a distinguished 
record of service to her profession, serving in a variety of roles 
in the American Library Association (ALA) and the American 
Association of School Librarians (AASL). She was an active 
consultant with a focus on library resources and distance learning 
for the Military Installation Voluntary Education Review program 
of the American Council on Education, making visits to over 20 
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military installations in the United States and around the world. 
In addition to serving on site review teams, Dr. Repman provided 
training for military education personnel preparing reports for 
these reviews. Dr. Repman was a member of the Editorial Review 
Board for the Journal of Research on Technology in Education 
from 1999-2012 and she continues to serve as the Associate Editor 
for the Library Media Connection magazine. Dr. Repman has been 
a founding member of the conference planning committee for the 
Georgia International Conference on Information Literacy, and 
she also served as the United States co-chair for the Conference 
on Educational Renewal and School Development in an Era of 
Cultural Diversity, held jointly with Huazhong Normal University 
in Wuhan, China (2008). Her scholarship interests focus on the 
innovative uses of technology for teaching and learning, especially 
the use of web-based tools for communication and collaboration, 
and on innovative practices in distance and online learning. Her 
publications included two editions of an edited compilation of 
articles titled School Library Management (2007 and 2014), over 
50 journal articles, and more than 20 book chapters. She has made 
numerous presentations at international, national and state level 
conferences, including many presentations with her students. In 
recognition of her meritorious service to her program, department, 
college, University, and profession, Dr. Repman has earned the title 
of Professor Emerita of Instructional Technology. 
dr. danette Wood, Associate Professor of Nursing, will retire May 
31, 2014. Dr. Wood received her Associate of Science in Nursing 
(1985) and her Bachelor of Science in Nursing (1990) degree from 
Regents’ College, State University of New York. She earned her 
Master of Science in Nursing (1992) and Doctor of Education 
(1999) degrees from Georgia Southern University. After working 
as a registered nurse for several years, Dr. Wood joined the faculty 
at Georgia Southern University as an instructor in 1995. In 2000, 
she became an assistant professor and, in 2006, was tenured and 
promoted to an associate professor. At the time of her retirement, 
she will have provided 19 years of distinguished service to the 
University. Over her career, Dr. Wood published two books, 
several journal articles, and 28 interactive computer software 
programs. Her service includes six years as the undergraduate 
nursing program director. In addition, she provided workshops to 
nurses in the area hospitals who worked as preceptors for nursing 
students in their final semester. Dr. Wood was honored as the 
“American Red Cross Outstanding Disaster Volunteer of the Year” 
for her work during the 2004-2005 hurricane season. She has been 
active professionally, providing service as a panel member of the 
International Nursing Coalition for Mass Casualty Education, 
Ogeechee Area Center Board Member, and working with the 
American Red Cross as a Disaster Health Specialist and Volunteer 
Health Consultant. Dr. Wood is also a recipient of the University’s 
Excellence in Contributions to Instruction Award and the College 
of Health and Human Sciences Excellence in Teaching Award. 
Because of her many meritorious contributions to the department, 
college, University, profession, and the community, Dr. Danette 
Wood is awarded the title of Associate Professor Emerita of 
Nursing. 
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Georgia Southern’s Awards for Excellence Program recognizes 
and rewards faculty for exceptional achievement and provides 
continuing opportunities for faculty development.  Recipients must 
be nominated by their colleagues or students and are selected through 
a peer review process.  Each recipient receives a summer stipend to 
continue instructional, scholarly, or service activities and to develop a 
mechanism for sharing expertise with faculty, staff, and students.
award for excellence in Contributions to Instruction
The Award for Excellence in Contributions to Instruction honors 
contributions to the teaching-learning process at the institutional 
level. The recipient must demonstrate excellence in the classroom and 
beyond by making contributions to the discipline and to the overall 
institutional mission. Congratulations to the Award for Excellence in 
Contributions to Instruction recipients:
Dr. Bryan Lee Miller, Criminology and Criminal Justice
Dr. Karen Z. Naufel, Psychology
award for excellence in research/Creative Scholarly activity
The Award for Excellence in Research/Creative Scholarly Activity 
recognizes faculty who excel in their research efforts in addition to 
fulfilling regular full-time teaching responsibilities. Congratulations 
to the Award for Excellence in Research/Creative Scholarly Activity 
recipients:
Dr.Hua Wang, Mathematical Sciences
Dr. Valentin Soloiu, Mechanical Engineering
aWardS oF eXCeLLenCe
award for excellence in Service
The Award for Excellence in Service recognizes and rewards faculty 
who use their academic disciplines to provide uncompensated 
assistance to the community and region, as well as in the academic 
arena. Congratulations to the Award for Excellence in Service 
recipients.
Dr. Aniruddha Mitra, Mechanical Engineering 
Dr.  Melissa Garno, School of Nursing
averitt award
The Averitt Award is the highest honor bestowed to graduate students 
by the Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies.  Deserving students 
are nominated by graduate faculty members and a single recipient is 
selected in the categories of Excellence in Graduate Research and 
Excellence in Graduate Instruction.  Averitt Award recipients receive 
a $1000 cash prize, a unique Crystal Eagle Trophy and recognition at 
the Honor’s Day ceremony.  
Georgia Southern University and the Jack N. Averitt College of 
Graduate Studies wish to congratulate the following Averitt Award 
recipients:
excellence in Graduate research
Cameron Cato, M.S. Applied Engineering
 
excellence in Graduate Instruction
Aaron Roberts, M.A. English
aCademIC dIStInCtIon
Graduation with Honors
Undergraduate students, who accomplish a high level of academic 
achievement, as reflected by their grade point average, receive 
distinction as follows:
Grade Point Average:
3.5-3.69 Cum Laude
3.7-3.89 Magna Cum Laude
3.9-4.0 Summa Cum Laude
Students graduating with honors are distinguished at commencement 
exercises by a blue and white honor cord attached to the left shoulder 
of their gowns.  Their distinction is recognized by notation on their 
diplomas and in their academic transcripts.
NOTE: Since programs are prepared in advance of the receipt of final 
grades, the listing of graduates and honor recipients may, in 
some instances, be inaccurate.  Also, in addition to GPA, 
there are other requirements to qualify for graduation with 
honors.  The fact of graduation and the receipt of honors are 
validated by the students’ permanent records which are kept 
by the Office of the Registrar.
university Honors Program Scholars
The University Honors Program (UHP) offers a special Honors 
curriculum to a select group of academically talented students. 
In addition to high academic standards, the Program requires a 
substantial commitment to community service and experiential 
learning.  The diplomas of graduating University Honors Program 
Scholars are distinguished by the UHP designation. 
university Honors Program 1906 Scholars
The 1906 Scholarship is the most prestigious award for incoming 
freshmen in the University Honors Program.  In addition to their 
participation in the University Honors Program, these students 
enroll in a sequence of additional seminars dedicated to service, 
leadership and research.  
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The mace
Leading the Processional of faculty and administration is the 
Macebearer, the Moderator of the Faculty Senate at Georgia 
Southern University. 
The Mace is a two-and-one-half foot shaft and sphere of cast 
Everdur Bronze and carved American walnut. This representation 
of the ceremonial symbol of office and authority was designed and 
crafted in 1988 by Thomas P. Steadman, Associate Professor of 
Art. Its angular forms and low-gloss finishes are reminiscent of the 
medieval battle mace from which the more scepter-like academic 
mace evolved.
The design of the Mace blends forms suggested by native flora of 
South Georgia. The magnolia leaves and stems encircling 
the head of the mace in a double helix symbolize Georgia 
Southern’s link with its region. A small ballast rock, found 
on the Georgia coast and traced to probable British origin, 
is embedded in the finial base of the shaft representing the 
foundation of the institution.
The design of the Mace blends forms suggested by native 
flora of South Georgia. The magnolia leaves and stems 
encircling the head of the mace in a double helix symbolize 
Georgia Southern’s link with its region. A small ballast rock, 
found on the Georgia coast and traced to probable British 
origin, is embedded in the finial base of the shaft representing the 
foundation of the institution.
regalia
The history of academic attire is also traced to the Middle Ages when 
it may have been necessary for scholars to wear gowns and cowls for 
warmth in the unheated halls of academe of the period. The robes 
and hoods have evolved as ceremonial garments signifying level of 
degree, academic field, and the awarding institution.
Today’s gowns for baccalaureate, masters, education specialist, and 
doctoral degrees are made of a rayon blend, always black. Bachelors 
gowns have pointed sleeves and are worn closed. The gowns for 
the masters and specialist degree, also worn closed, have an oblong 
sleeve with a base that hangs open at the wrist. The doctoral gowns 
have bell-shaped sleeves which may be worn open or closed. It is 
the tradition of Georgia Southern to reserve hoods for masters and 
education specialist degree candidates. These hoods are black, three 
and one-half feet long, lined with the official colors of the institution, 
and trimmed in velvet in the color of the degree field.
Caps in the form of mortarboards are made of cotton poplin or a 
similar material. The tassel is the color which reflects the degree.
The ornamental braided cord draped over the left shoulder of some 
of the baccalaureate graduates is called a fourragère. The design 
follows French military tradition and signifies special recognition of 
baccalaureate students graduating with honors.
Banners
Banners representing each of the eight Colleges, the Center for 
International Studies, and the University Library are displayed 
at Commencement.  Representation of the Banners signifies the 
colors of disciplines in the Colleges, and celebrates the University’s 
academic programs. 
tHe SymBoLS oF aCademIC tradItIon
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Georgia Southern University, a Carnegie Doctoral/
Research University, is a member institution of 
the University System of Georgia. It is one of the 
most comprehensive centers of higher education 
in Georgia. A residential campus of more than 
20,500 students, Georgia Southern is one of the top 
universities of choice in Georgia for new freshmen 
and for HOPE Scholars. Students come from 49 U.S. 
states and more than 90 nations, bringing a broad 
spectrum of backgrounds, interests and talents to 
the University community.
Georgia Southern’s hallmark is a superior 
educational experience with all of the benefits of 
a major university, but the feel of a much smaller 
college.  It is this combination that serves as 
the foundation for the University’s outstanding 
reputation for academic excellence and focus on its 
students. At Georgia Southern, our students value 
a well-rounded college experience, a faculty where 
professors know their name and their first priority 
is teaching. In addition, students appreciate a 
campus environment that encourages learning and 
growing. With expanding graduate programs and 
opportunities for discovery, Georgia Southern also 
embraces its research mission.
The University offers 125 degree programs at the 
baccalaureate, master’s and doctoral levels through 
eight colleges:  College of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, College of Education, College of Business 
Administration, College of Health and Human 
Sciences, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health, 
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and 
Information Technology, College of Science and 
Mathematics and the Jack N. Averitt College of 
Graduate Studies. Georgia Southern is accredited 
by the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools and has earned special accreditation from 
professional and academic associations that set 
standards in their fields.
The University has been named one of the nation’s 
most environmentally responsible “green colleges” 
by the Princeton Review’s Guide to 22 Green 
Colleges. The University has also been recognized 
as one of the most military friendly schools by 
multiple publications including G.I. Jobs and 
Military Advanced Education. In addition, its 
outstanding College of Business Administration 
and Nursing programs continue to be recognized 
among the best in the country.
 
Founded in 1906 as a district agricultural school, 
Georgia Southern’s century of history has built 
a tradition of spirit, pride and achievement. The 
institution advanced to become a teachers’ college, 
a senior college and in 1990 earned its status as 
the first university in the southern half of Georgia. 
Located in Statesboro, a safe, classic Main Street 
community of approximately 30,000 residents 
northwest of Savannah, the University provides 
enriching cultural and educational opportunities 
to people of all ages, and reaches out to benefit 
the region and state through research and public 
service.
Georgia Southern’s  more than 900-acre campus 
is one of the most beautiful in the state, featuring 
gently rolling lawns, scenic lakes and soaring pines. 
The historic heart of campus is a classic college 
portrait – buildings of red brick and white columns 
framed by live oaks and an archway of pecan trees. 
Beyond the circle of the original buildings, classic and 
contemporary lines blend in an expanding horizon 
of new facilities, connected by a paver-tiled walking 
boulevard called the Pedestrium. During the past 
decade, the University has witnessed extraordinary 
development with the construction of new 
academic, housing and athletics facilities. Continued 
enhancement and growth of the campus include the 
construction of the new Biological Sciences Building, 
and dining and recreational facilities. 
Georgia Southern serves the Coastal Southeast region, 
the state and the Southeast United States through 
research and public services that promote educational, 
economic, cultural and social progress through 
creative solutions to regional challenges. Research 
varies from probing the genetic chemistry of disease-
spreading parasites for keys to their biological control, 
to advancing the economic development of the region. 
Centers for business research and development, rural 
health, international studies, public affairs, teacher 
education, rehabilitation technology, water policy 
and biostatistics involve teams of experts working on 
regional and community concerns. The University 
extends educational opportunities through both 
undergraduate and graduate online degree programs 
and classes accessible from anywhere in the world 
with an Internet connection.
Georgia Southern has gained recognition for its 
nationally competitive athletics program. The 
University’s 15 Division I teams currently compete 
in the Southern Conference, but the University will 
join the Sun Belt Conference in 2014.   Across-the-
board commitment to excellence has resulted in an 
unprecedented six NCAA Football Championship 
Series (FCS) football national championships and 
NCAA participation in men’s and women’s basketball, 
baseball, golf, softball, women’s tennis, women’s track 
and field and volleyball.
The University also has an active alumni program 
serving more than 75,000 alumni around the 
world.  Some of the University’s prominent alumni 
include country music star Luke Bryan; Mike Davis, 
Executive Director of the U.S. Golf Association 
(USGA); Hala Moddlemog, President of the Metro 
Atlanta Chamber;  and Dan Cathy, President and 
Chief Operating Officer of Chick-fil-A. 
For more information, visit the University’s home 
page www.GeorgiaSouthern.edu.
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Jack n. averitt College of Graduate Studies
Light Blue Doctor of Education
Apricot Doctor of Nursing Practice
Royal Blue            Doctor of Philosophy
Citron Doctor of Psychology
Light Blue Education Specialist
Drab Master of Accounting
 Master of Arts
White  English
White  History
White  Social Science
White  Sociology
White  Spanish
Light Blue Master of Arts in Teaching
Drab  Master of Business Administration
Light Blue  Master of Education
Brown Master of Fine Arts
Pink Master of Music
Peacock Blue Master of Public Administration
 Master of Science
Science Gold  Biology
Science Gold  Computer Science
Sage Green  Kinesiology
Science Gold  Mathematics
Citron  Psychology
Sage Green  Recreation Administration
Sage Green  Sport Management
Orange Master of Science in Applied Engineering
Apricot Master of Science in Nursing
Orange Master of Technology
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Salmon Pink  Doctor of Public Health
Kelly Green Master of Healthcare Administration
Salmon Pink Master of Public Health
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Health Science
Center for International Studies
 Bachelor of Arts
Aquamarine  International Studies
 Bachelor of Science
Aquamarine  International Trade
College of Business administration
 Bachelor of Arts
Copper  Economics
Drab Bachelor of Business Administration
 Bachelor of Science
Maroon  Hotel and Restaurant Management
College of education
Light Blue Bachelor of Science in Education
allen e. Paulson College of
engineering and Information technology
 Bachelor of Science
Science Gold  Computer Science
Orange Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Civil Engineering Technology
Orange Bachelor of Science in Construction
Orange Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Electrical Engineering Technology
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Information Technology
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Mechanical Engineering
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Mechanical Engineering Technology
College of Health and Human Sciences
 Bachelor of Science
Maroon  Child and Family Development
Maroon  Fashion Merchandising and Apparel Design
Maroon  Interior Design
Maroon  Nutrition and Food Science
Sage Green  Recreation
Sage Green  Sport Management
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Athletic Training
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
Apricot Bachelor of Science in Nursing
College of Liberal arts and Social Sciences
 Bachelor of Arts
Science Gold  Anthropology
Brown  Art
Crimson  Communication Arts
White  English
White  History
White  Modern Languages
Pink  Music
Dark Blue  Philosophy
Dark Blue  Political Science
Citron  Psychology
White  Sociology
Brown  Theatre
White  Writing and Linguistics
Brown Bachelor of Fine Arts
Gold & White Bachelor of General Studies
Pink Bachelor of Music
 Bachelor of Science
Silver  Communication Studies
Crimson  Journalism
Crimson  Multimedia Communication
Dark Blue  Political Science
Citron  Psychology
Crimson  Public Relations
White  Sociology
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Graphic Communications Management
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Justice Studies
College of Science and mathematics
 Bachelor of Arts
Science Gold  Biology
Science Gold  Chemistry
Science Gold  Geography
Science Gold  Geology
Science Gold  Physics
 Bachelor of Science
Science Gold  Geography
Science Gold  Geology
Science Gold  Mathematics
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Biology
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Physics
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aCKnoWLedGmentS
 FaCuLty marSHaLS
College of Health and Human Sciences
College of Education
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and 
Information Technology
College of Business Administration
Center for International Studies
Jiann-Ping College of Public Health
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
College of Science and Mathematics
KATY GREGG, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, School of Human Ecology
DIANA STURGES, M.P.P.M., Associate Professor, Health and Kinesiology
KATIE MILTON BRKICH, Ph. D., Assistant Professor, Teaching and Learning
JONATHAN CULLEN HILPERT, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Curriculum, 
Foundations and Reading
ART GOWAN, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Information Technology
CHRISTOPHER A. KADLEC, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Information Technology
TIMOTHY D. CAIRNEY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, School of Accountancy
STANLEY D. SUBOLESKI, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Management
JACEK LUBECKI, Ph.D., Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, Director of 
the Center for International Studies, and Associate Professor of Political Science
DARIN H. VAN TASSELL, Ph.D., Associate Professor, International Studies
HANI M. SAMAWI, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Biostatistics
GULZAR H. SHAH, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Health Policy and Management
CHAD M. POSICK, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Criminology and Criminal Justice
TRINA S. SMITH, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Sociology and Anthropology
MARSHALL R. RANSOM, Ed.S., Senior Lecturer, Mathematical Sciences
JAMES S. REICHARD, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Geology
readerS
College of Health and Human Sciences
College of Education
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and 
Information Technology
College of Business Administration
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
College of Science and Mathematics
tHe PLatForm Party
BARRY A. MUNKASY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Health and Kinesiology
BRENT D. WOLFE, Ph.D., Associate Professor, School of Human Ecology
KYMBERLY DRAWDY, Ph. D., Associate Professor, Teaching and Learning
JULIE MAUDLIN, Ed.D., Associate Professor, Teaching and Learning
JAMES K. HARRIS, Ed.D., Associate Professor, Computer Sciences
RAMI J. HADDAD, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering
BRITTON A. MCKAY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, School of Accountancy
CAMILLE F. ROGERS, Ed.D., Associate Professor, Information Systems
JOANNE CHOPAK-FOSS, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Community Health Behavior 
and Education
RAYMONA H. LAWRENCE, Dr.P.H., Assistant Professor, Community Health 
Behavior and Education
ELSIE T. HILL, M.F.A, Assistant Professor, Art
STEVEN K. ELISHA, D.M.A., Assistant Professor, Music
RISA A. COHEN, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Biology
MICHELE DAVIS MCGIBONY, Ph.D., Professor, Chemistry
BROOKS A. KEEL, Ph.D., President
THE HONORABLE NATHAN DEAL, Governor of Georgia
JEAN E. BARTELS, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
ROBERT L. WHITAKER, M.B.A., Vice President for Business and Finance
TERESA E. THOMPSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment 
Management
STEVEN C. BURRELL, Ed.D., Vice President for Information Technology/Chief 
Information Officer
CHARLES E. PATTERSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Research and Economic 
Development and Dean, Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
RUSSELL T. KEEN, B.B.A., Vice President for Governmental Relations and Community 
Engagement
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tHe PLatForm Party 
ContInued
*ProCeSSIonaL
maCeBearer
IntroduCtIon oF tHe PreSIdent
WeLCome
medItatIon
IntroduCtIon oF SPeaKer
CommenCement addreSS
reCoGnItIon oF emerItuS FaCuLty and 
FaCuLty aWardS oF eXCeLLenCe
reCoGnItIon oF Honor GraduateS
ConFerrInG oF underGraduate  deGreeS
reCoGnItIon oF neWLy CommISSIoned
rotC CadetS
*aLma mater
**reCeSSIonaL
CURTIS E. RICKER, D.A., Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
THOMAS R. KOBALLA, JR., Ph.D., Dean, College of Education
ALLEN C. AMASON, Ph.D., Dean, College of Business Administration
A. BARRY JOYNER, Ph.D., Dean, College of Health and Human Sciences
MARTHA L. ABELL, Ph.D., Dean, College of Science and Mathematics
W. BEDE MITCHELL, Ed.D., Dean, Henderson Library and University Librarian
MOHAMMAD S. DAVOUD, Ph.D., Dean, Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and 
Information Technology
R. GREGORY EVANS, Ph.D., Dean, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
ROBERT COSTOMIRIS, Ph.D., Moderator, Faculty Senate
VELMA S. BURDEN, Ed.D., Registrar
GARRETT L. GREEN, B.S., President, Student Government Association and Graduating 
Graduate Student, Higher Education Administration
ProGram
Pomp and Circumstance (Military March No. 1, Op. 39) by Edward Elgar
Performed by:  Georgia Southern University Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Conducted by:  ROBERT DUNHAM, D.M.A., Associate Professor of Music, Director
ROBERT COSTOMIRIS
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN EVANS
PRESIDENT KEEL
THE HONORABLE NATHAN DEAL, Governor of Georgia
PROVOST BARTELS
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
PROVOST BARTELS
DEAN JOYNER
DEAN KOBALLA
DEAN DAVOUD
DEAN AMASON
DEAN EVANS
DEAN RICKER 
DEAN ABELL 
MAJOR CRAIG ANDERSON, B.A., Adjunct Assistant Professor of Military Science
JULIE SHEA WHIDDON, Graduating Senior, Bachelor of Arts, Music and Modern 
Languages
English Folk Song Suite, by Ralph Von Williams 
Performed by:  Georgia Southern University Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Conducted by:  ROBERT DUNHAM, D.M.A.
* audIenCe PLeaSe Stand
** audIenCe PLeaSe Stand and remaIn StandInG untIL tHe PLatForm Party and FaCuLty HaVe eXIted tHe 
FIeLd.  tHe GraduateS WILL not reCeSS.
We would like to thank the ROTC Cadets and other Georgia Southern University volunteers for their assistance with today’s ceremony.
reCoGnItIon oF neWLy
CommISSIoned rotC CadetS
*aLma mater
**reCeSSIonaL
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CoLLeGe oF HeaLtH
and Human SCIenCeS
Bachelor of Science
Courtney Anne Ake
Mary Elizabeth Alexander
Ashanti Amani Allen
Lauren Maierhoffer Amason
 Cum Laude
Elise Mulherin Arnold
Bryan T. Aspinwall
Lauren Marisa Austin
Tonira Jermeshia Bacon
Corinne Marie Bailey
Jacob Keaton Baker
Ginny Megan Ball
William Beattie Banks
Ashaunti Monique Barbee
Andrea Lashelle Batteast
Marvin Baynham
Aimeé Beck
Griffin David Benedict
Alace Storm Bentley
Matthew Taylor Bentley
Savannah Juline Berry
 Cum Laude
Jasmine Nicole Bethea
Travis Jamal Billings
Joseph Rico Bohannon
Jacob Stephen Boling
 Magna Cum Laude
D’Anthony Bernard Boyer
Rasha N. Bradford
Bedford Clark Bradley
Allison Judy Brennan
Kristy M. Briel
Emily Elisabeth Brown
Grant Sumner Brown
Wallace Hardwick Brown, Jr.
Amanda Kathryn Bryant
Chicarra Telia Burns
Bryan William Bush
Theron Bussey
Colin A. Butler
Marissa DeAnna Campbell
Madison Reed Cannon
Katherine Elizabeth Cantrell
 Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Marie Cartwright
 Summa Cum Laude
Carlos Ricardo Cave, Jr.
Jeffrey W. Cheek
Christine Catherine Chianumba
Morgan Atkins Chick
Dustin Ferrell Childres
Maria Nnanette Chukka
Nicholas John Ciupak
Jamie Lynn Clark
Lindsay Nicole Clark
Chapri R. Clements
Victoria Lynn Clutter
Kortney Allison Colburn
Alexius Dominique Coleman
Paula May Reyes Collado
 Summa Cum Laude
Amekoliah Imani Conkrite
Mark Anthony Contigiani
Davis Ann Cote
Madeline Jean Dale
 Cum Laude
Aleana Deitos Dall’acqua
 Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Lane Dammeyer
 University Honors Program Scholar
Kayleigh Evelyn Davis
Terry Landon Davis
Sara Elizabeth de Vallette
Colton Kevin Dean
Warren Michael Deeds
Adrienne Kays DeFilippis
Lindsay Elizabeth DeMarcus
Jay Anthony DeRojas
Zachary Alexander Deutsch
Kevin Delvis Dial II
 Magna Cum Laude
Lyubomira Stefanova Dimitrova
Kristina Alane Dockery
Lara Michelle Dockery
Taylor Nicole Donahoo
Chloe Nichole Douglas
Madison Lee Driggers
Tyler Elizabeth Duke
John Randall Dunster
William Jason Elliott
Julian Alexander Ellis
Niya Paige Euwing
David Alexander Evans
Kara Ann Exum
Avanti Ciera Fantroy
Olivia Anne Farley
Breaundria Jalisa Farmer
Mary Kathleen Fetch
Clayton Davis Finney
Jaclyn Claire Florence
Bailey Ann Floyd
Kylie Marie Fordham
 Summa Cum Laude
Brittney Nicole Foreman
Marshall David Foster
 Cum Laude
Athena Kylee Fountain
Isabel Hagin Fowler
 Cum Laude
Matthew Jourdan Fraser
Taylor Christian French
Selena Renee Gaddy
Gabriela C. Garcia
Antoinette Pheneé Gardner
Taylor Leigh Garrett
Melanie Hope Gasaway
Megan Nicole Gilmartin
 Magna Cum Laude
Lisa Ann Goodson
Caitlin Elizabeth Gordy
Mary Katherine Gossett
Jeffrey Ryan Grabe
Caroline E. Greene
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Chelsea Leigh Greene
Emily Anne Greenspan
Drew Baur Guffey
William Leon Guy
Hayley Amber Hall
 Magna Cum Laude
Rochelle Kimberley Ham
Lindsay Taylor Hammer
Cameron Sims Harris
Briana Yvette Harton
Deneen Raquel Hayes
Andrew Gregory Head
Meagan Elizabeth Henderson
Jordan Dijon Hendrix
Scott Maxey Herndon
Meagan Elizabeth Hess
 Magna Cum Laude
Tracy Frances Higginbotham
 Cum Laude
David Allen Hobbs
Marissa Christina Holcombe
Brian Jerome Holmes
Shonta Nichole Hope
Jonathan Phillip Horowitz
 Cum Laude
Taylor Shae Huffstutter
Alexis Reid Inglett
 Cum Laude
Brittany Nicole Jackson
 Summa Cum Laude
Eboni B. Jackson
Bryan Charod James
Dawana Moneek James
 Cum Laude
Rachel Elizabeth Jennings
Jasmine Nicole Johnson
Kelsey Nicole Johnson
Ashley Nicole Jones
Carson Elizabeth Jones
 Cum Laude
Corey Christopher Jones
Keyyanna Maresha Jones
Crystal Kalaani
 Magna Cum Laude
Blaine Hillary Kasmer
 Magna Cum Laude
Shawn M. Kelley
Jessica Mara Kelly
Savannah Danielle Kennedy
 Magna Cum Laude
Adam Wallace King
Bria Shenae King
Cherrelle C. King
Alvin Jerome Kinlaw
Sara Caitlin Kitchen
 Cum Laude
Allison Lyn Knowles
Emily Joan Krug
Blake Patrick Lance
Jessica Bennett Lane
Allen Lee
Amber D. Lee
Jarvon Andre Lee
Sara Emily Levy
Ebony Nicole Lewis
Sydney Ann Lewis
Hanna Brooke Lindsey
Christopher Paul Little
Jessica Lauraette Little
Tyler Brian Long
Jimmy Lovett III
Ashley E. Mabry
Katherine Ruth Malmo
Allison Nicole Manning
Betsy Collins Martin
Shelby Alana Marzen
 Summa Cum Laude
Bryan Christopher Mason
Mary Gracielle Mason
Mary Julia Matheny
 Cum Laude
Shanice Lynn Mattocks
Belkis Josefina Mattson
 Magna Cum Laude
Meghan L. Maxwell
 Summa Cum Laude
Orrin Allen McFadden
Courtney Marie McGunigale
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Kathleen Malay McNary
Brian T. McWalters
Hannah Jessica Meltzer
Chase Nicholas Metts
Samuel Cleo Mike
Michael Blake Miller
Karla Dejan Mingle
Brittany Nicole Mitcham
Sakeidra Ana’ Mitchell
Emily Grace Monroe
Monica Montejo
Francis Andrés Morales
Chaseton Hughes Morgan
Michael David Morgan
Shelby Lynne Morrill
Matthew David Morton
Adriana Pamela Munoz
Garrett Christopher Murdoch
Alexandra Morgan Murphy
Katherine M. Murphy
Briana Marie Nash
Jessica Andrea Nelson
Lucas Stanley Newton
Joseph Anthony O’Connor
Seth Thomas Orme
 Magna Cum Laude
Brent William Osborne
Arthur Roger Owens
Nicolette Anastasia Pappas
Stephanie Lakin Paulk
Evan M. Pedrick
Nick Joseph Perzella
Haley Suzanne Pickering
Courtnie Alyxzandria Pitts
Bryanna Jasmine Polidore
Heather Danielle Prescott
 Cum Laude
Thomas Martin Pyrda
Xavier Marquese Quarterman
 Cum Laude
Hannah Faith Ray
Leslie Catherine Redfern
 Cum Laude
Pamela Elaine Reese
 Magna Cum Laude
Allyson Brittney Rhodes
Tamia Shea Rhodes
Kara Elizabeth Rigdon
 Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Ann Roberson
Alexis Sinclair Morgan Roberts
Karly Gene Robertson
Nichole Mae Robinson
Robert Tanner Rogers
Shandrica Rochel Roland
Kayla Leigh Rowland
Joshua Jamille Rubio
Alanna Suzanne Rudd
Orlando Shalom Ruiz
Holly Keagan Ryan
 Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Robert Sabatini
Joseph Michael Salvatore
Haylee Michelle Sams
Alaina LaRea Sanders-Harrod
Katherine Westbury Saussy
 Cum Laude
Morgan Taylor Schaack
 Summa Cum Laude
Lauren Ashley Schmitt
Alexandra Marie Schnurr
Chantel Nicole Schroeder
Ashlynn Dawn Seckinger
Caitlyn Ann Sheppard
Robert Paul Sheppard
Rodrick Dewayne Shinholster
Anna Kristian Sickman
Britney LaShea Simpson
Mark Lewis Singleton
Alexander Rodney Skinner
Beatriz Pelaez Small
Christina Idell Smith
David Patrick Smith
Erica Marché Smith
Ivonna N. Smith
Reese Chapman Smith
Stephanie Elizabeth Smith
Maggie Michelle Snyder
Jonathan Jacob Sowers
Nolan Carl Spake
Briana Joyce Stanley
Tracy Lozell Stephens
Connor Gahres Stine
Molly Montgomery Stough
 Magna Cum Laude
Kaly Alexander Strozier
Kyle James Sunderland
Matthew Jon Tanner
Joshua Haim Tarrab
Jill Suzanne Taylor
Steven Travis Teal
Ananda Shamion-Sade Terry
Lindsey Marissa Thompson
LaQuela Ranee Thornton
Victoria Rose Tillery
Trisha Ann Tippett
Bradley Katherine Townsend
Haley Lynn Townsend
Alexandra Nicole Tracchio
Patrick Elliott Turknett
Emily Rachael Urbanski
Amy Victoria Usry
 Magna Cum Laude
Thomas Alexander Valikonis
Marcus Elliot Vaughn
Whitney Lauren Venzant
Pamela Cree Vickers
 Summa Cum Laude
Michael James Walker
Tyler Clark Walters
Danielle Monee Ward-Jackson
Kendra Sue Warren
Stacey Nicole Warren
Oliver George Webb
Latrina Marie West
Whitney Sierra Westbrook-Haynes
O’Neshia LaShay Whipple
Eva Amaris White
Michael Scott Wigginton
Jennifer Marie Wilkerson
Lashunda Renee Wilkes
Brittany Geneva Williams
Devin Danielle Williams
Kenya Nichole Williams
Shane Alexander Williams
Alexanderia Elle Wilmot
Anna Leigh Wilson
Deron Joseph Wilson
Evan Paul Winebarger
Taylor Katherine Wood
Christina Elena Worthey
Kayela Danielle Wright
Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
Angel Jonaé Acree
Justin Dean Adkins
Kristian Taylor Adkins
Kenneth Daniel Anders
Mary Elizabeth Babione
 Magna Cum Laude
Hunter Alexander Barras
Adam Bernard Beckstine
Cynnamon Elise Bell
Kensley Linn Bennett
Lindsey Elaine Bias
Imonee S.  Bowers
Broderick Austin Brass
 Magna Cum Laude
Stephen Daniel Breckenridge
 Cum Laude
Anita Kathleen Brown
 Cum Laude
Precious Brown
Elijah Cole Buffington
Justin T.  Bugg
Andrew Heath Bunton
Jonathan Ewing Butler
Zemitri Antwan Carter
Brianna Kayla Charles
Haley Rose Cimino
Benjamin Stuart Clifton
Nicholas Aaron Coker
 Magna Cum Laude
Danielle Christine Cooke
 Summa Cum Laude
Tyler D. Corcoran
Travonti Darnell Crain
Kristin Marie Curles
Katherine E. De Loach
 Magna Cum Laude
Hue Hong Doan
Lacie Lynn Dowling
Cara Brooks Edenfield
 Cum Laude
Dana Ariel Edwards
Deanna Alyssa Edwards
Gisselle Imary Escribano
Markeysea Chantell Eubanks
Burns Michael Farley
Daniel Melvin Farmer
Taylor Breigh Findlay
 Magna Cum Laude
James Claude Fletcher II
Craig William Geurin
Joseph Michael Gomez
Claire Elizabeth Goodwin
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Jessica Nicole Graf
Cameron Greene
David Lee Griffin
Cory J. Harris
Emily Ann Harris
Stephen Ted Harvey
Donell Evann Henderson
Devon Breuana Hicks
Dustin Ryan Hight
Mariah Ruth Hinson
Chelsea Rae Hodge
Aubrie Nichole Hodges
 Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Ann Hood
Shonta Monique Houston
Daniel Paul Huggins
Gina Marie Hursky-Moser
Clayton Michael Hyde
Jordan Elizabeth Ivey
Megan Joylene Jennings
Javetta Ketrese Jolly
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Julie Christine Joyner
Justin Wade Kearney
Keagan Patrick Kiely
Kendal Caroline Koballa
Stephanie  Kosturik
 Magna Cum Laude
Jordan Douglass Kuhn
Precious Ke’Amber Lango
 Magna Cum Laude
Bridget Faye Lee
Austin Daniel Lewis
Marcellus J. Lightfoot
Zachary Wayne Lonas
Steven Robert Ludwig
Ralphy Jean Lysias
James Brett Mackie
Arian Malayery
Andrew William Mallard
Antavious Shuane Mannings
Zhauna Liatresia McClain
Whitley Elizabeth McCloud
John William McLean
 Cum Laude
Bryant Alan Meeks
Sara Anne Meisenhelder
Jessica Katie Moon
Cody Christopher Morris
Kasey Lynn Mosely
 Magna Cum Laude
Autumn Chandra Moser
Jessica Taylor Moss
Casey Jean Moxley
Kelli Renee Murphey
Iesha Nicole Nichols
Samantha Lynn Norman
 Magna Cum Laude
Constance Nicole Ogletree
Megan Elizabeth Ostrom
 Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth Eva Phelps
 Magna Cum Laude
Angela Marie Pittman
Britany Nicole Powell
William Drew Powell
Amos Randall
Tyler Robert Redd
Kelsey Nicole Rediger
Shane Terrell Reed
Victoria Blaine Richards
Jacob Arthur Rilling
Sarah Kathleen Rizer
Ashley Nicole Rockwell
 Cum Laude
Allyson Lee Rodgers
Ashley Michelle Rogers
Emily Brooke Rogers
 Cum Laude
Nigel Imani Roland
Macy Emmaline Rosenberg
Joseph Scott Sciaretta
Lindsey Rae Sellers
Jevontae Milton Shanks
Adell Cephise Sheahan
Kaitlyn Marie Sheckler
 Cum Laude
Kimberly Rose Sierra
 Cum Laude
Sarah Katherine Simpson
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Thomas Newton Smith V
Courtney Nastazzia Standifer
Zachary Warner Stephens
Sera Gabrielle Story
Chenise Aleshia Strachan
Alyssa Marie Sturgis
Nicklaus Erwin Thomas
Laura Larue Thompson
Anamecia Fransisca Torres
Brittany Nicole Ufret
 Magna Cum Laude
Brittany Marie Underwood
Amanda Rose Ventre
 Cum Laude
Michael David Vickery
Jordan Ashleigh Wade
Andrew David Wallace
Michael Nathaniel Wallace, Jr.
Raven Synita Ward
Shekeria Rochelle Ward
Kaylee Elizabeth West
Christina Renee White
Jennifer Ashley Whitt
Kristine Kaoru Whittington
Kelli A Williamson
Amber Nicole Wright
Briona Catherine Wright
Elizabeth Renee’ Young
Jilian Zeeman
 Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Chandler Marie Arnold
 Cum Laude
Rebecca Lee Ash
 Magna Cum Laude
Shimika Elove Barrolle
 Cum Laude
Nicole Marie Barthelme
 Cum Laude
Jordan Nicole Bell
 Magna Cum Laude
Ariel Nicole Carter
Ashley Elyse Cartwright
Alicia Nicole Charette
 Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Ann Christianson
Tanya Marie Coggins
Megan Cole
Heather Ashley Coleman
 Summa Cum Laude
Katie Ann Corbin
 Cum Laude
Peggy Morris Corbin
Nicole Andrea Crawford
 Cum Laude
Jamie Leigh Cross
 Cum Laude
Julia Lynne Curlee
 Summa Cum Laude
Kaylee Marie Dennard
 Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Lauren Donohue
 Cum Laude
Thelma Carol  Fleming
Michael M. Fountain
 Magna Cum Laude
Jordan Ashley Frazier
Ariel Cherie Garner
Aubrey Lynne Georgianni
Kailey Nicole Georgianni
Lacie Ann Goodman
Sarah Elizabeth Hartsell
 Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Michelle Head
 Cum Laude
Shariefka MarChauna Hillman
 Cum Laude
Lauren Brittany Hodges
 Cum Laude
Morgan Taylor Hooker
 Magna Cum Laude
Valerie Danielle Ingle
Michael Scott  Johns
Eileen Ayumi Kanagawa
 Cum Laude
Lia Luisa Karrels
Sarah Elizabeth Kelly
 Cum Laude
April Shauntae LaFountain
Kelli Frances Lane
Angelique Raffineé Lawson
Lorin Marvin Lawson
Tammie Jackson Lee
Michelle Nicole Lojo
 Cum Laude
Lauren Ashlei Massengale
 Magna Cum Laude
Ra’nesa Shenequia Mcclellan
 Cum Laude
Desiree Ann Mock
Maria Morton
Lindsey Rebecca Newton
 Cum Laude
Megan Joy Novak
 Magna Cum Laude
Heather Alyssa Porter
 Cum Laude
Kimberly Taylor Queen
Megan Taylor Raybuck
 Magna Cum Laude
Carly Alicia Robertson
James Christopher Rotureau
 Cum Laude
Michael Olen Sears
Jamie Renee Slump
Drake Chandler Smallwood
 Cum Laude
Ashley Danielle Smith
Chasity Bolyard Smith
Emily Lynn Steele
Amanda Courtney Thomas
 Cum Laude
Lauren Patricia Thompson
 Magna Cum Laude
Xavier Michael Tolliver
 Magna Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Marie Usry
 Magna Cum Laude
David Kenneth Vickers
Lisa Jefferson Watts
Emily Jane Wells
 Cum Laude
John David White
 Summa Cum Laude
Chelsea Victoria Wild
Vanessa Emily Wright
CoLLeGe oF eduCatIon
Bachelor of Science in Education
Kandace Brooke Allen
Laci Nicole Almand
Hayley Ashton Anderson
 Magna Cum Laude
Kendall Wayne Anderson
Rachael Victoria Beck
 Cum Laude
Sharon Denise Benniefield
underGraduate Ceremony
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Taylor Renee Bocook
Mary Beth Brammar
 Magna Cum Laude
Hannah Kate Brents
Simone Darecia Bright
 Cum Laude
Austin Beltz Brown
John Randolph Buxton
Brittany Ann Cantwell
 Magna Cum Laude
Latasha Monique Chong
 Magna Cum Laude
Adrienne LaSwanya Clark
Amanda Lea Clements
 Magna Cum Laude
Justin Wade Coleman
Kayce Elizabeth Cook
 Summa Cum Laude
Justin Alan Covington
Margaret Anne Coyne
Whitney Elizabeth Crews
Courtney Ray Cummings
 Magna Cum Laude
Nicolette Randi Cuthrell
Omni Siedah Davis
Stephanie Lynn Deal
William Casey Deerman
Rebecca Anne Dershowitz
Julia Caroline DiTillio
 Summa Cum Laude
Rebekah Kaye Dohanich
Margaret Erin Douglas
Jessica Kayla Eason
 Cum Laude
Brandi Lynn Eastlake
 Cum Laude
Katy Hannah Fitzgibbons
 Summa Cum Laude
Louisa Suzanne Forshee
 Cum Laude
Kelly Ivy Gardner
 Summa Cum Laude
Jaime Ann Godwin
 Magna Cum Laude
Laura Catherine Goodwin
 Summa Cum Laude
Carly Elizabeth Hall
Shanda Nicholl Hall
Martha Suzanne Hancock
Sierra Denise Harvey
Ashley Lynn Hedick
 Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Richard Helms
Abigail James Henderson
Robin Lynn Hendley
Ashley Davis Hobbs
Brad Matthew Holcombe
Sarah Denise Holt
 Magna Cum Laude
Brittany Shea Horton
 Cum Laude
Kelley Gale Howalt
Kegan Clay Howard
Leslie Claudia Howell
 Magna Cum Laude
Ethan Douglas Huff
Lindy E. Humphrey
 Cum Laude
Elizabeth Marie Iannacone
 Summa Cum Laude
Erin Leigh Iler
Hailey Austin James
Mary Claire Jenkins
 Cum Laude
Sara Kate Jernigan
Dianna Marie Jimenez
 Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Hogan Johnson
Shana Latanya Johnson
Taylor Elise Jones
Amber Sawley Joyner
 Summa Cum Laude
Jane Ellen Kenyon
Dakota Lane Kirkland
Candace Irene Koulouris
Jaclyn Elizabeth Krider
Margaret Agnes Lales
 Cum Laude
Tamra Alaney Lamb
 Summa Cum Laude
Amanda R. Lee
Conice Rochelle Leverett
Marcia Maria Lindsey
 Cum Laude
Iesha Maureen Little
Kellie Leigh Loftin
Jasmine Nicole Lott
 Magna Cum Laude
Angel Stephanie Lowe
 Cum Laude
Alexa Morgan Lowery
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Sarah Katherine Madden
 Magna Cum Laude
Kathryn Jennifer Mannes
 Magna Cum Laude
Shannon Marie Martin
Stacy Lynn Maxwell
 Summa Cum Laude
Samantha Anne Mayes
Sha’Keela Lastar McClendon
Amanda Danielle McDonald
Caroline Conoley McLean
 Cum Laude
Paige Michelle McNeely
Cassie Leigh Milhous
Meagan Lynn Mingirulli
Kemmer Elizabeth Mingis
 Magna Cum Laude
Chelsea Taylor Morris
Lindsay Nicole Nagy
 Magna Cum Laude
Danielle Nicole O’Donnell
 Cum Laude
Christina Jean Phucas
 Summa Cum Laude
Rachel Elizabeth Pitts
Michelle I. Plumer
 Magna Cum Laude
Anna Victoria Pope
Brittany Jessica Powell
Jazmine Renee Rawls
Brittany Lynn Reed
Mary Nell Reynolds
Ashley Elizabeth Riggs
London Grace Ritchie
 Magna Cum Laude
Taylor Marie Roberson
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors 1906 Scholar
Kiristen Nicole Robinson
Leigh Ann Ross
Alexandrea Lynn Rotramel
Kimberly Danielle Sands
Brittani Elizabeth Shaw
 Magna Cum Laude
Rebekah JoLee Shirey
Arria Rene’ Simpson
 Summa Cum Laude
Amber Dawn Louise Steele
Ashley Nicole Strenkowski
 Summa Cum Laude
Kaitlin Marie Stringer
 Magna Cum Laude
Kelsey Larkin Sutton
Katherine Morgan Sydow
Meredith Leigh Talley
 Magna Cum Laude
Shannon Celese Taylor
Kaleigh Michelle Thomas
 Summa Cum Laude
Lauren Elizabeth Turner
Mckensie Shanlyn Turner
Whitney Michelle Turner
 Cum Laude
Kristin Nicole Unruh
Zachary Parker Viness
Rodnecia LaTrice Walker
Mary Allison Walters
 Magna Cum Laude
Madeline Elizabeth Westog
 Cum Laude
Aaron Scott Whitten
 Cum Laude
Kayla Renee Wilcox
Caitlin Elizabeth Wilkins
Alisha Joy Williams
Alison Hope Williams
Michael Tyler Williams
Katherine Ann Willoughby
 Cum Laude
Jamila Joy Wills
Megan Michelle Willson
Leah Marie Wilson
Matthew Banner Wilson
Jennifer Joyce Wrye
Timarcus Canseco Wyatt
Chelstyn Sanae Yoshimura
 Cum Laude
aLLen e. PauLSon 
CoLLeGe oF enGIneerInG 
and InFormatIon 
teCHnoLoGy
Bachelor of Science 
Ashleigh Rose Amrine
Kyle Scott Burnsed
 Cum Laude
Hannah Ellen Chapman
Ryan Christopher Dale
 Magna Cum Laude
Mitchell John Gordon
Calin Antwine Gribble
Earnest Wayne Hall
Brandon Reese Jacobs
Adrian Taylor Kappel
Austin David Lawrence
Patrick Ian Mcnealy
Tyisha Chanquise Mitchell
Robert Flynn Mitchem
Marchal Andrew Moody
Timothy Joseph Nicholson
Jared Shawn Osborne
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Maxwell Frederick Perkins III
Jerron Maurice Richards
Adam George Rogers
Traccy Denise Scarboro
Jason Allen Scott
Darren Tobias Sexton
Austin Lee Shenk
 Cum Laude
Marcques Jermaine Stephens, Sr.
Robert Jay Sutton
Kevin Christopher Wall
 Cum Laude
Davon Avetus Williams
Khyron Alonzo Williams
Bachelor of Science in Construction
Travis Cole Alexander
Timothy Michael Ashmen
Stephen Edward Ballow
Patrick Connell Barker
Kevin Micwael Bartlett
Joseph Anthony Bramlet
Alexander Ryan Britt
Tyler Channing Brown
Kent McBride Bugg
Ryan Taylor Cato
Justin Denard Coggins
Trevor Logan Craig
Alice J. Crowe
Danny Troy Curtis
Jonathan Pace Fegley
Antwan Jemar Fisher
Douglas Jason Gabryelski
Bryce Wesley Ginn
Robert Michael Graves
Jacob Tyler Hinckley
Daryl Steffan Johnson
Wesley Olin Johnson
Jason Edward Lamson
Grayson Wesley Lane
Matthew Lee Leonard
 Cum Laude
William Nathaniel Curt Massey
Blair Leroy Mutimer IV
Stephen James Nelson
Joshua Jerrell Norton
John Michael Overton
Christopher Lee Oxford
James Evan Parrish
Daniel Sean Phillips
Robert Casey Rogers
Christopher Alan Shedd
George Franklin Sisson
 Magna Cum Laude
Garrett Stephen Smith
Hunter Thomas Triplett
Tevin Marquis Turman
David Allen Vater
 Magna Cum Laude
Conner McDaniel West
Andrew Chase Wideman
Tracy Ann Davis Williamson
Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering
Deven Andrew Bradford
James Waverly Brittain IV
Ashton Laura Cartledge
Veronica Evette Chavers
 Cum Laude
Mariana Chaves Correa
Benjamin John Dalton
Jase Mitchell Doyle
 Summa Cum Laude
Devan Alexander Hall
Gregory Seth Hogue II
Zachary A. Humphrey
Kyle Roger Johnston
 Magna Cum Laude
Blake Lee Jones
Roberto Lopez Mejia
William Solomon Madden
Brandon David Mallett
Marquis Leonard Marshall
Kiara Janay Martin
Jacob Ayers McCoy
Cailyn Abbie Moody
 Magna Cum Laude
Thomas S. Moore
Alexander Matthew Nagy
 Magna Cum Laude
Kevin Michael O’Brien
Arpit Patel
Aaron Joseph Rachels
Alexander Ray Ries
Eric Matthew Rogers
Jonathan Lawrence Rotureau
Robert Shaw Rowland
Bernard Allan Scott
Ira Justin Stewart
Abel P. Sualevai
Taylor Aaron Vail
 Cum Laude
Jenny Brett Van Gorp
Andrew Holman Waters
Bachelor of Science in Civil 
Engineering Technology
Richard Ryan Glisson
Sean Patrick Lemay
Benjamin Edward Pierson
Justin Michael Sumter
Joshua Major Willis
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering
Chad Aaron Cannon
Brycent Anthony Chatfield
Jinxi Chen
 Cum Laude
Robin David Grodi
Seth Jordan Groover
Deondre Dewayne Harris
Christianna Marie Howard
Yen Bao Le
 Cum Laude
Devarus Murray Martin
Cory G. McNeely
Joseph Paul Meador
 Summa Cum Laude
Chanyoon Park
Joshua Edward Poole
Ashley Elizabeth Rahaim
Abdoul Aziz Simpore
Christian Forester Smith
Pureepope Peter Thamdorn
 Cum Laude
John David Thornbury
 Cum Laude
Tyler James Tootle
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering Technology
Kevin Boakye-Danquah
Jeremy Michael Goodman
Christopher Wayne Nelson
Christopher Scott St. George
Kennedy Dent Thrift
 Magna Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science in Information 
Technology
Eric D. Allen
Kadarius Dewayne Bailey
Jenna Leigh Bayto
 Cum Laude
Adam Roy Beaver
Andre Michael Bellamy
Blaine Michael Bennett
Coty Lewis Biggers
Garrett Stephen Blackinton
Dominique T.  Booker
Christopher Robert Bragg
Michael Brian Brannon
 Magna Cum Laude
Jonathan Gordon Carroll
 Cum Laude
Christopher Adam Carter
 Magna Cum Laude
Felicia Nicole Carter
 Summa Cum Laude
John Clifford Creech
Terren Matthew Don Crider
Witt Douglas Cunningham
Kyle Andrew Czyscon
Joseph Ryan Daley
Stephen Wesley Dean
Curtis Christopher Dyal
Scott Allen Erwin
Elizabeth Denita Fritz
Matthew Lawrence Fuglewicz
Jared Price Gibboney
Ladarius Bernard Gibson
Phillip Alexander Hagan
Dustin Kyle Hall
 Cum Laude
Julian Gant Hampton
Jacob Lynn Harris
Staci Monique Harrison
Reynaldo Nathanael Heyliger
 Magna Cum Laude
Brittany Nicole Horton
 Summa Cum Laude
Phillip Christopher Howard
Wesley Thomas Jackson
Michael Robert James
Jonathan David Johnson
 Summa Cum Laude
Timothy Johnson
Comero Lenard Jordon
Jeffrey Chase Kimberly
Austin Kuster
Michael Alaister Kutka
Shamimara Lasker
Shikira Iesha Lewis
Michael James Liqua
Robert Joseph Little
Frances Noelle Marshall
David McCarthy
Ibejesus O’ Batula Ajanaku McCound
Andrew Peter McCraw
Julian McCroy
Ryan Michael Mester
Jared Michael Miller
Hayley Nicole Mitrano
Keon Trovontae Montgomery-Williams
Nicholas Eugene Moore
Andrew Jonathan Morris
underGraduate Ceremony
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Brannen Lee Morton
Douglas Joseph Mrsich
 Magna Cum Laude
Amanda Nicole Mullany
 Cum Laude
Keaton Robert Nash
Quintin Justin Norwood
Stephen Warren Osburn
Kathleen Ashley Phillips
Kevin Albert Poteau
Khiry Dyondre’ Powell
Charles Brantley Prince
John Alfed Raiford
John Rhodes Reuning
Ese Oldman Rockson
Kristyn Megan Saunders
Jordan Paul Senecal
Robert John Shubert
Desmond R. Smith
Justin Wade Smith
Shannon Nicole Snell
Max Daniel Sorto
Nicholas Ryan Stitley
Tyler C. Swanson
Robert Parrish Thompson
Jeremy Fuller Timmerman
Ty Jeremiah Von Plinsky
 Cum Laude
Andrew Thomas Walker
Darryl J. Walker
Jacob Alexander Wallace
Michael Paul Wasson
Eugene Ralphfel Watkins
Brittany Meghan Webb
 Cum Laude
Brian Blaisdell Whitmarsh
Matthew Robert Wichterman
Glenn Wiggins III
Anthony Joseph Williams
Alicia Lynn Wood
Jazmyn Tonie-Marshe’ Wrighton
Peter Carl Zanetti
 Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering
David Felipe Aldana Reyes
Jonathan Howard Ball II
Justin M. Bates
Evan Michael Brassell
Reece McKinnon Chesser
Luke Andrew Christopher
Brandon Obie Colbert
James Henry Denham
 Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Douglas Dockery
James Alexander Edwards
 Cum Laude
Nicholas Shane Fortenberry
Thomas Elliott Franklin
Alex Madison Freeman
Emily Kristin Freeman
Brandon Michael Futch
Coby Frederick Giddens
Anthony Fred Hanson
Collin George Hare
Christian Alexander Herrington
Aakrit Jain
Zachary Stephen Johnson
Donald F. Jones
Russell Joseph Lightfoot III
Jason Eric Lloyd
Stuart McIntosh, Jr.
Christopher Ryan Nelson
John Michael Nelson
Derek Gerard Nicholson
David Bradly Pate
Andrew Graham Payne
Reginal Reynold Benjamin
William Bentley Pruitt
Joseph Michael Richter
Travis Evanda Salyers
 Magna Cum Laude
James Quinn Sawinski, Jr.
Tucker Allen Seeloff
Michael Graham Shinall
 Cum Laude
Caitlin Rebecca Smith
Christopher Lloyd Smith
Michael Xavier Spaulding
Eric Justin Sullivan
Michael Henry Thomas
Brandon Christopher West
Bryan Edward Williams
 Cum Laude
John Montazc Willis
 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering Technology
Joshua Matthew Allen
Jacques L. Banks
Thomas David Egberts
Benjamin Thomas Ghann
Nicholas Sutton Lane
Cooper Shields Lewis
Johnathan Lebaron Natson
Robert Thomas Perry III
Ross Chandler  Roberson
Nicholas Wayne Schoenbachler
Tirrell Tremain Williams
CoLLeGe oF BuSIneSS 
admInIStratIon
Bachelor of Arts
Josh Thomas Ciarletta
Kyle William McKinely
Albert Kendal Zimmerman
Bachelor of Business Administration
Antonio Jamal Acree
Anthony Hart Ahumada
Heather Ann Allen
David Joseph Altman
Brian Douglas Anderson
Danielle Jedine Anderson
Douglas James Anderson
Jimmy Murray Anthony III
Annalee Ashley
 Summa Cum Laude
Alexander Scott Ball
Edgard Barahona
Lawson Kellie Barber
Tracy Ellen Bardugon
Patrick Connell Barker
Andrea Nicole Barnett
Nicholas Brett Barron
Maya Simone Bartee
Chanice Denee Beasley
William Francis Beausoleil III
 Magna Cum Laude
Charlotte Ivana Beaver
Erica Lindsay Beaver
Gerred Michael Bell
 University Honors Program Scholar
Alexandra Kate Bennett
 Cum Laude
Bradley Powell Bernard
Emily Kathryn Besson
Jayme Lyn Bivins
 Cum Laude
Adam Jeremiah Blades
Amelia Kathryn Blair
Chris James Boardman
Michael Jerome Booker
Hannah-Joy Bray
 Cum Laude
Stephen Edward Brennan
 Cum Laude
Andrew Prescott Briggs
Timothy Brian Bright
Anna Catherine Brinson
Rachael Renae Brinson
Shayne Horbacz Brinson
Mitchell Scott Broadrick
Christopher Gavin Brown
Jasmine Na’Chelle Brown
Kenneth Stryker Brown
 Cum Laude
Melissa Erin Brown
Rebecca Ann Brown
Veronica Renee Bryant
Brittany Leigh Buck
Richard Lloyd Bunkley
Madeline Claire Bunn
 Magna Cum Laude
William M. Burch
Ryan N. Burl
Nicholas Haden Buttimer
Ryan Andrew Byrne
Tempest Siobhan Camp
Andrea Darneisha Campbell
Oscar Joseph Campbell
Patrick Tyler Campbell
John Forrest Cannon
Jasmine DeNae’ Carr
Benjamin Charles Carson
James Carlton Carter
Jason Alexander Cassidy
Fabian Alejandro Jackson Castellanos
David Reid Channell
Ian Kas Chapin
Luke Wynton Cherry
Brandon Merritt Childs
David Martin Clark
Ryan Steven Clark
Zari Ayana Clark
Colton Lewis Clements
Nicole Long Gavino Clewis
Richard Dominick Cohan
Taylor Luke Coleman
Grant H. Colgan
Daniel Reyes Collado
Shayna Marie Collins
Christopher Todd Cone
 Cum Laude
Bradley David Conyers
Anndrea Dashanique Cooper
Michael Alexander Cornelius
Toby Alan Cortez
Tyler Heath Couey
Rebecca Sue Crawford
 Summa Cum Laude
Cory Mathis Cronan
Sonya Rackley Crosby
Sara Laufey Cuillierrier
Lindsay Michelle Culpepper
Maya Nicole Darrington
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Colton Luke David
 Cum Laude
Kevin Andrade De Oliveira
Julia Lynn Deal
Sherrica Lanae Dean
Drew Alexander Deleanides
Twesh Chandra Deshetty
John Charles Devente
Alexandra Kayce Devonshire
Thomas Allen DiCesare
Audrey Elizabeth Dixon
John Michael Dixon
Misty Nicole Dobbs
Mary Caroline Dowell
Claude L. Dryden
Ellen Caroline Durden
Maria Gabriela Duron Retes
Zachary J. Dyer
David Anthony Dyke
 Magna Cum Laude
Andresa Martina Eaddy
Autumn Leigh Edge
David Bernard Edson
Brandon Christian Edwards
 Cum Laude
Christopher John Eisenach
Shauntae M. Ellis
Rashad Randell Ellison
Malcolm Xavier Emerson
Thyasmine Antonia Erikson
Jeremy David Evans
Nicholas Vince Evans
Tyreesha Monique Evans
Emy Marissa Nichole Ewens Marzuca
En Feng
Sean C. Finley
Maria Nicole Flanders
Prentecia Nicole Floyd
Ashley Drew Fordham
Kelly Raplea Forren
Clayton Thomas Fort
 Cum Laude
Jonathon Wesley Francis
Iris Elena Franco
Shelby Lynne Freund
 Magna Cum Laude
Dakota Draevon Fulks
Paola Garrido Rodriguez
 Summa Cum Laude
Robert Anthony Gayle
Joshua Dale Gebhardt
Yasmin Dulciebella Gibrill
Sarah Michelle Gibson
Stephen K. Giles
Robert Gary Gilliard
Sarah Kristin Gleissle
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Gary Andrew Glover
 Cum Laude
Brooke Lauren Golden
Amber Nicole Golson
Lance Jacob Good
Ashley Dawn Gosman
 Cum Laude
Jacob Hunter Greaves
 Cum Laude
Carl Matthew Green
Katherine Marie Green
Chelsea L. Greene
Justin Tash Griffin
Tasha Denise Griffin
Cody Ryan Griffis
Katherine Leigh Griffith
Najiah Wesley Griffiths
Xaver Maria Groiss
Jonathan Mikell Groover
Charlene L. Grosse
 Magna Cum Laude
Lee Charles Guentert
 Magna Cum Laude
Amy Loy Gundaker
John Tyler Guthrie
Charles Wilson Haley
Carlyle Dane Hall
 Cum Laude
Charles Hall
Jordon T. Hamel
Sean Micheal Hamilton
Lakeyshia Nadine Hampton
Cessna Day Haney-Hoffmeister
Joanna K. Harber
Adam Cody Harper
Diane Elizabeth Harrie
 Cum Laude
Anna Marie Harris
Benjamin Huger Harrison
Kirstie Mariah Harsha
Garrett Scott Hart
Samuel Joseph Hart
Caleb Russell Hartley
 Cum Laude
Benjamin John Hayes
Deneen Raquel Hayes
Christopher Terrell Henderson
Jacob Thomas Hitchcock
David Wesley Hodges
Lindsey Nicole Hodges
 Magna Cum Laude
Jonathon Edward Holguin
Janelle Lynn Hoopes
George Ryne Hudgins
Jared Antonio Huffman
Steven Nathaniel Huffman
Andrew William Hume
Tabitha M. Irvin
Haley Christine Jackson
Tonya Renea Jackson- Mckinney
Tony Carter Jacobs
 Cum Laude
Devin Spencer James
Kathryn L. Jarriel
Jace W. Jenkins
Nicole Renee Jeschelnik
Brandon M. Johnson
Brittany Lauren Johnson
Chelsea Lee Johnson
James Henry Johnson
Chase Wilkes Joiner
Connor Helser Jones
Rebecca Leigh Jones
Anna Elizabeth Jordan
Hannah Leigh Joyce
 Cum Laude
Michael Paul Kayler
 Cum Laude
Sean Austin Kelley
James Wesley Kelly
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Brittani Marschel Kemper
Philip L. Kennedy
Gregory Darrel King
Danielle Elizabeth Kinkella
Zachary David Kirkland
Jason Conrad Klanac
Katie Jean Kline
Andrew Robertson Knight
William James Knight
Brittany Knowles
Briyanna Monae Kornegay
Alexandria May Koury
Kelly Pauline Kraft
 Cum Laude
James Thomas Lambert
Taylor Frances Lance
Rodney Eugene LaPrade
Brett Matthew Larkin
Adam Phillip Larkins
Landon James Latham
 Summa Cum Laude
John Nick Lavender
Jonathan Ryan Lawhon
Catherine Anne Lawrence
Jenna Rebecca Lay
Jaime Irene Leach
Brianna Danielle Lewis
Jason W. Lewter
Dallas Cole Lightsey
Anna Rebecca Ligon
 Cum Laude
Caitlin Elizabeth Loudy
Jonna Brenae Lunsford
Amanda Macchio
 Magna Cum Laude
Jordan J.  Magda
Ashley Faythe Mahon
Khandis Latavia Mainer
Nycholas Maldonado-Taylor
Christopher Lance Mallett
Jamin Christopher Malone
Stephen William Malone
James S. Marsh
James Cardell Martin
Michael Trent Mattus
Matt Russell Mayfield
Kyle Gibson McArthur
Kevin Patrick McAuliffe
Sasha Elizabeth McBride
Matthew Robert McCall
Bree Anna McChargue
Kyle Patrick McCloskey
Lawanda Frink McCollum
Michelle Rae McCoy
Jason Christopher McDaniel
Meaghan Marie McFadden
Matthew Wayne McGowan
Katherine Francis McGrath
 Summa Cum Laude
Shannon Lee McLaughlin
Dylan Stuart Mecher
John Harold Meeks, Jr.
Andrew B. Melton
Javon Demarkese Mention
Megan Nicole Meyer
 Magna Cum Laude
Patrick Dennis Mimbs
 Cum Laude
Jack Louis Minor III
Amy Kline Mitchell
Christopher Ryan Mitchell
Phillip Jordan Mitchell
Tayla Swanyse Mitchell
Jami Rushelle Moody
Christopher Anthony Moore
Christopher Daniel Moore
Dustin Allen Moore
David Alan Morrison, Jr.
Sydney Cara Moye
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Trent M. Mulkey
Kourtney K. Myers
Katharine Allison Mynatt
Colin James Nattrass
Scott MacKenzie  Navin, Jr.
Eileen Udoudo Ndem
Austin Michael Neal
Breana Denise Newell
Gwendolyn Gracie Newkirk
Nicholas E. Newman
Casey Ryan Noel
Robert Allen Oellerich
 Magna Cum Laude
Loren Michael Osbourne
Marco Ricardo Osorio Medrano
George Olujide Osunde
Cameron Cory Padgett
Timothy Kevin Palmore
Andrew Luis Pardal
Charles Matthew Parnell
Abhik Patel
Heather Renee Patronis
Lawrence Brantley Patton
Matthew Wade Pauley
Ronald Gerald Payne II
Michael B. Peace
Andrew William Peck
Eric Jermaine Penn
Robert Cook Pennington
Emily Ann Perdoni
Brandon Donald Perry
Janay Brittany Perry
Sydney Victoria Perry
Brooke Lyndsay Pevey
Jonathan Blake Phillips
William J. Phillips
Richard E. Pittman
Harrison Lee Moore Pitts
Seth Thomas Plants
William David Poole
Dante’ C. Porter
Nicholas John Poteat
Jean-Jacques Potgieter
Merlan Leigh Powell
Steven Courtney Powell
William Robert Prater
Casena Renay Pressley
Emily Ann Prestridge
 Magna Cum Laude
Casey Ryan Price
Derek Thomas Prijatel
Chelsea Mechelle Prince
Rebecca Anne Prince
John Royce Proctor
Connor James Prybol
Cameron David Purdue
Peter W. Quinlan V
Ruth Berenice Raygoza
 Cum Laude
Shaun Patrick Raymond
David Kyle Reed
Glenn David Reid
Sean A. Reid
 Cum Laude
Michael Andrew Reighard
Natalia Rendon
Michele Elizabeth Rier
 Cum Laude
Auburn Donald Rigdon
Joshua Aaron Rivers
Justin Ramon Rivers
Kendrick Hassan Roberts
Jason Alexander Roe
Alexander Michael Rohling
Rebecca Herbert Rollolazo
Tarek Romero Yacaman
David Matthew Rosado
Randal Alan Roth
Harvey Roscoe Rowe
Kyle Thomas Rowe
Tiffany Cathryn Rowe
Timothy Joseph Rubnitz
Hunter Sim Russell
Cameron Allan Sabin
Jessica Morgan Salter
Rosa Iveth San Juan
Kevin Orlando Sands
Michelle Carolyn Saucier
 Cum Laude
Trenton James Schepers
Daniel Michael Schmit
 Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Wayne Schoenbachler
Christopher William Schwing
Benjamin Eugene Scott
Ambria Brittany Searles
Austin Robert Sharp
 Cum Laude
Taylor McGrath Shellhamer
Crystal Lynn Shenberger
Margaret Evan Sheppard
 Magna Cum Laude
Mandie M. Sherman
Jeffrey Michael Shirling
Joseph Wayne Simien
Billy Jackson Simpson
Cameron Fulford Sims
Shelbi Sims
James Rothgeb Sipe III
 Cum Laude
Alexis Joann Smith
 Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Timothy Smith
Keith M. Smith
Robert R. Smith
Samantha Monet Smith
Whitley Noelle Smith
Joshua Robert Sneeder
Ryan Connor Snyder
Gabrielle Lopez Soler
Joseph Michael Sparks
Morgan Rae Stampfel
Madison Cole Stanford
Samuel Lawrence Steinwedel
Danielle Elizabeth Sterling
Nicholas Christopher Stillwell
Cameron Paul Sutcliff
Lauren A Swails
Sarah-Ashley Ursula Swanagin
Ashton J. Taylor
Shamah Nehemiah Taylor
Brandon Davis Tewksbury
 Cum Laude
Patrick Allen Thigpen
Kevin Vaughan Thomas
Rex Thomas
Christopher Edward Thomason
Hugh Dersey Thompson
Ameral Alexander Threat
Brittany Anne Todd
Jordan Elles Totten
Evan Bartlett Towey
Patrick A. Travis
Jacob Andrew Tremble
Jazmin Muriel Tribble
 Magna Cum Laude
Fernando Enrique Trochez Lopez
 Cum Laude
Adam M. Trull
Connor Stephen Truss
Evan Warren Turner
Trenton James Turner
Amanda Ruth Tyler
Michael Henry Udoh
Gregory Scott Underwood
Sean Michael Underwood
Ariel Shanté Upshaw
Jessica Danielle Usher
Zachary James Vader
 Cum Laude
Wesley Wilson Vance
Jess Michael Vaudo
Christopher Donald Vaughn
Blake Austin Waits
Randi Loraine Walker
Richard Lamont Wallace
Clayton Taylor Waller
Timiara Brianne Walton
Matthew Ryan Ward
Demere Blayre Waters
Haleigh Elizabeth Watson
Jonathan  Watson
Thomas Clark Watson
David Patrick Weeks
Courtney Noel Weider
 Cum Laude
Melanie Elizabeth Weisman
Jasmine Monea’ White
Zachary Paul White
Clayton Garrett Whitlock
James Edward Wilcox
Seth Allen Willard
Brittney Jasmine Williams
Chad Blake Williams
Charles Colin Williams
Joshua Allen Williams
Kenika Nailah Williams
Mary Nicole Williams
 Magna Cum Laude
Sitovea Monique Williams
Tonsheia Ameda Williams
Lesli Renee Willoughby
 Cum Laude
Cory J. Wilson
Matthew Cole Wilson
Rachel M. Winbush
Richard Lee Winter
Sarah Elizabeth Wise
Dominic Jerome Wooden
Christopher Earl Woods
James Russell Woods
Austin Darrell Wright
Garrett Adam Wright
Kerry Cletas Wright, Jr.
Rodney Chantee Wright
James Patrick Wurtz
Bradley Wayne York
Chase Elliot Young
Sean Patrick Zehnder
Center For 
InternatIonaL StudIeS
Bachelor of Arts
Thomas Yates Branch
Jordan Taylor Brooks
Claire Alicia Campbell
Anna Marie Celani
Nadia Chebli
H
HPosthumous
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Britnee Nicole Claxton
Tyler Ryne Colopy
Caroline Irina Dalton
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Andrew Carson Downs
 University Honors Program Scholar
Diana Teresita Ferrera
Andrea Desalyn Gilbert-Williams
Emily Blake Hulsey
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Matthew Bryce Humphrey
Draysha Monae’ Johnson
Cris Dale Lister
Alesha Renee Martin
Benjamin Cory Mccarty
Corinna Lindsey Miller
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Imani Sheri Mitnaul
Brad Stewart Moore
Ashley Te’Amber Owens
Tracy Ligia Rendic
Joshua David Rogers
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Lakeisha Gladys Sesay
Oliver Spurgeon
Kendrick Jamal Starks
Taylor Casey Warren
 Cum Laude
Theodore Preston Welsh
Ann Elizabeth Whitney
Timothy Williams, Jr.
Bachelor of Science 
Donald Craig Depew
 Magna Cum Laude
Matthias Perry Hall
Morgan Leighsey Jefferson
Shane Michael Kelly
Leah Johnson Long
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Programs 1906 Scholar
Alwin Emile Mercedes
JIann-PInG HSu CoLLeGe 
oF PuBLIC HeaLtH
Bachelor of Science in Health Science
Courtney Renae Allen
Olanrewaju Awe
Kristina Anne Bonham
Cory Harrison Brandt
Emily Elizabeth Burnsed
Chelsea Emily Cagle
Katherine Sutherland Carll
Jasmaine Nicole Chaney
Forrest John Christian
Gabrielle Olivia Collins
Brittany Tashe’a Cooper
Shantavia Rene Cotton
Cassandra Victoria Cugno
Chelsi Odell Duncan
Jessica Alece Edison
Paisley Cierra Fluker
Christy Chanell Ford
 Cum Laude
Bayleigh Kathleen Frerich
Georgia Giwa
Casey Lynn Glover
Kimaya Cierra Graham
Marissa Danielle’ Graves
Marcus Lanier Hall
Songsarae Lavay Harley
Katelyn Renee Hobday
Shelby Nicole Hughey
 Cum Laude
Christen Alexandria Jackson
Jennifer Nicole Jackson
Jessika Alyse Jackson
Jimmy Crawford Jenkins III
 Cum Laude
Shamika Danielle Jones
Natalie Ann Kramer
Latravia Shwanquell Lester
Mechelle Artia Lockhart
Vaquishala Vontrese Lundy
Cydni Noel Martin
Kewonica Tamiaya McBride
Rachel Catherine McElreath
Rouvier Mervius
Michael H. Morris
Danelle L’Trese Neal
Kaitlin Elizabeth Oakley
Jennifer Lynne Paquin
Ashley Adelyne Rogers
Crystal Ann Salazar
Jordan J. Schnorr
 Cum Laude
Tyler Allen Schulte
Anna Elizabeth Shaw
Stephanie Jean Short
Mazie Irene Smith
Raven Michelle Smith
Seannika Richae Smith
Nathaniel Rodney Stevens, Jr.
Kathryn M. Stocus
Caitlin Ann Strong
 Cum Laude
April Brooke Tomlin
James Faben Vary III
Shawneki Denise Washington
Kimberly Paige Weeks
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Erika Frances Whiters
Brian Emmanuel Wilcher
Desiree Monet Woodard
CoLLeGe oF LIBeraL artS 
and SoCIaL SCIenCe
Bachelor of Arts
Karen Maria Aguirre
Courtney Anne Ake
Rebecca Ann Albritton
Andrew Carlton Allen
 Cum Laude
Cody McGuire Allen
 Magna Cum Laude
Victor Ivez Andrade
Amanda Nicole Andreu
Julia Cathlyn Archer
 Cum Laude
Vanessa Raquel Arendt
Tatyana Vanessa Arrington
Michelle Anne Ashley
Amber Matina-Rose Augustine
Michael Jamal Austin
Kaitlynn Elaine Ball
Aysha Marie Banks
Marcus Robert Clayton Barkley
Brigitte Sabatini Beam
Perry Channing Beauman
Gerred Michael Bell
 University Honors Program Scholar
Marisa McNatt Beller
Alicia LaShawn Bennett
Jeremy William Berges
Brittney Cheri’ Black
Marcus Tyler Blount
 Summa Cum Laude
Michael B. Boddie
Austin Lee Bolay
Andreea Claudia Bordianu
George Kenneth Brannen
Christopher Caleb Brewer
Kyle Joseph Brewer
LeDonte Antonio Briscoe
Kentice Jerrod Brockington
Jackson Lee Brown
Jasmine Na’chelle Brown
Kevin C. Brown
Morgan Elizabeth Brown
Brittany Nicole Bullock
 Magna Cum Laude
Philip Albert Burns
 University Honors Program Scholar
Alicia Danielle Burrus
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Staci Patrice Carr
Jamellette Casiano
Christopher George William Cauthen
Thomas E. Chambliss
 Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Catherine Cherney
Laura Ansley Ciarletta
 Cum Laude
Arielle Nicole Coambes
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Jennifer Karin Coe
Cameron Daniel Collins
Katherine Leigh Conner
Kayla Ann Cook
 Cum Laude
Brian Joesph Coote
Brandon Anthony Costa
Troy Martin Cox
Gabriel Dylan Crider
Gregory McKinely Culverhouse
Kelsi Elizabeth Cunningham
Jennifer Lyn Curington
 Magna Cum Laude
Cordero La’Neal Curry
Joseph Levi Davis
Joshua Kyle Davis
 Magna Cum Laude
Lindsay Anne DeBlasio
 Cum Laude
Christopher John DeBoer
Jamari Kimberly Devine
Stephanie Ann Dobbs
Meredith Dianne Dobson
Owen Alexander Doherty
Tori Analythea Druilhet
Brice Cameron Eades
Matthew Carl Eberhardt
David Ernesto Echeverria
Dana Ariel Edwards
Ariail Elizabeth Etheridge
Darlene Bassey  Etuk
Nicola Roshida Fairclough
Katherine Elizabeth Fallon
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James William Farmer
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Andrew Jordan Farris
Thales Felipe Franca
Shawna Marie Felkel
Christopher Sean Ferguson
 Cum Laude
Summer Haley Fields
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Gabriel Flores
Kason Leigh Fogarty
Rebecca Michelle Fortenberry
 Cum Laude
Jordan Kenneth Fowler
Eric Ward Frederickson
Aerial Renee Freeman
James Marcus Fullington
Shannen Leigh Fyffe
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Robby Ray Gadd
Gabriela C. Garcia
Candice Jeanette Gary
Ashley Nicole Garza
Christopher John Gillmann
Tyler Braden Ginn
Brandon Cameron Green
Morgan Ashley Griffin
 Cum Laude
Esther Gringer
Tiffany Mignon Hagans
Heath Hal Hall
Daniel David Hancock
Sarah Morgan Harper
Cathy Lynne Harris
 Cum Laude
Shauntay Lashea Harris
Stacy Elizabeth Hattaway
Zachary Taylor Hays
Joseph Zachary Heilman
Jamieson Daniel Helms
Jeremy Keith Hennig
Rebecca Lane Henry
Megan Sierra Hertel
Gerrick Alexander Hicks
 Magna Cum Laude
Ashley Nichole Higgins
Brittani Krystin Hill
Ashley Elizabeth Hobbs
Phillip Christopher Howard
Charles Shane Howell
Rebecca Kathleen Howell
 Magna Cum Laude
Robert Glen Huitt
 Cum Laude
Megan Corrin Humphries
Kia Niel Hunt
Grace Elizabeth Huseth
Gianluca Alfredo Inghilleri
Cole Henry Jackson
Olivia Francisco Janiak
Gabrielle S. Jiovenetta
Joseph Earl Johnson
Kaylee Pauline Johnson
 Summa Cum Laude
Kia Daralynn Johnson
Kiera Michelle Johnson
Brooke Leigh Joiner
Jessica Lea Jones
Roshonda Ann Jones
Olivia Dena Jordan
Kelsey Rebecca Keane
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Stephen Nicholas Kilgore
Joseph Riley Kingery
Tannis Anne Kufner
Victoria Elizabeth La Ponzina
Michael Reid  Lamb
Emily Alyson Lane
Paul Wesley Larkin
Tracey Edward Lawrence, Jr.
Kathleen Anne LeDuc
Christine Marie Lengel
Andrew Benson Leuenberger
Raven Brooke Levingston
Christian F. Lewis
Jordan Ryan Lloyd
Matthew Preston Loftis
Chelsea Faye Loggia
 Cum Laude
Leah Johnson Long
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Shametrius Nicole Long
Krystal Danielle Lovell
Brittany Lynn Luberda
 Cum Laude
Brittneay Jamille Maclin
Ashleigh Brooke Maddox
Christopher Jacob Markel
Charles Lofton Martin
Hayley Renee Matish
Jessamine Marietta Mauney
Dana Lynn Mccammon
MacKenzie W. McCann
Casey Lee McGinnis
Christina McKelvey
Isaiah Denzel McKnight
Robert J. Mclean
Jamal B. Mentor
Hendrik Julian Meyer
James Preston Miller
Samantha Jolene Miller
Keon Trovontae Montgomery-Williams
Andrew Ketner Moore
Derek Ellis Moore
Brandon Willis Morley
James Matheson Morton
Erika Danielle Mosley
Keith David Murdock
Samira Mariah Murphy
LaCreisha D’Atra Murry
Sarah Kathleen Myers
Julianne Elizabeth Norkus
Jairo Michael Nunez
Raymond Kenneth Nuss
Heather Nicole Nysewander
Brittany Marie Partridge
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Yarkenda Charnay Payne
Ryan Steven Pendergraft
Daniel Joseph Petty
Nicholas Quinton Phillips
LaCheryl Paige Pinkney
Miranda Elise Pitts
Everett Garod Pressley
Dominic Richard Price
Adriana Latrina Pulley
 Cum Laude
Hilary L. Pulos
Brandon Lee Purvis
Michael Benjamin Putnam
 University Honors Program Scholar
Mattie Elizabeth Raiford
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Adrianna Lois Rankine
Anna Elizabeth Riess
Alain-Christian Harold Rigaud
 Cum Laude
Alvin Dwann Roberson
Jerrod Bryan Roberts
Pearl Marie Robles
Laena Onyett Rodriguez
Savannah Nell Rogers
Danielle Marie Rogowski
 Cum Laude
Donna Elisha Sanders
Tanner Hoyt Sayne
Derek Michael Schwahn
 Magna Cum Laude
Kimberly Marie Shattuck
 University Honors Program Scholar
Shaleigha Morgan Shepard
Lauren Victoria Silvia
Victoria Anne Simpson
Carlos Devone Sims, Jr.
Ashley Lairessa Slaght
 Cum Laude
Jartavious Rashad Small
Elizabeth Jane Smedema
Bethany Lynn Smith
Megan Elaine Smith
 Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Blake Spires
Carson James Spung
Robert Patrick Thomas Spurgeon
Elizabeth Marie Standard
 Cum Laude
Clarke Brianna Sterling
McKenna Colene Storey
 Cum Laude
Dora Suarez
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Ashlee Elisabeth Sullivan
Jonathan Preston Swint
Christopher Kyle Swofford
Phillip Romero Sykes
Heather Rochelle Sylvies
Nancy-Leigh Thompson
Kacie Louise Thorne
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
George Thurmond
Dustin Emery Tilligkeit
 Cum Laude
Julia Elizabeth Timms
Anna Elizabeth Trapp
 Magna Cum Laude
Sean Michael Underwood
Ariel Nicole Vipond
 Summa Cum Laude
Amber Sherrill Walton
Thomas Cody Waters
 Magna Cum Laude
Zachary David Watson
Adrianna Michelle Way
Rachel Ellen Welch
Anna Elizabeth Wells
 Cum Laude
Julie Shea Whiddon
 Cum Laude
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Amanda Star White
 Magna Cum Laude
Eric D. Wiley
Brittney Amber Williams
Christopher Henry Williams
Reginald Renard Williams, Jr.
Tony Darvis-Calhoun Williams
Sara Ann Winklepleck
Ryan Darrell Young
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jessie Rose Adams
 Magna Cum Laude
Sara Nicole Adams
Alexandra Lauren Arnold
 Cum Laude
Brandon Michael Bearden
Chelsea Noelle Brown
 Cum Laude
Jennifer Rebecca Burnett
Christine Elizabeth Byrd
Ryan Michael Caronongan
Thomas E. Chambliss
 Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Caitlin Coonce
Racheal Rose Dotson
Courtney Renee England
Jose Ramon Gil III
Bridget McKenzie Hanney
 Cum Laude
Lois Faith Harvey
Sandra Marie Hendow
 Cum Laude
Akeem Elijah Hill
Cydnee Elizabeth Jones
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Angela Blake Lane
 Cum Laude
Chelsea Wallace Langub
Joseph Allen Lanier
Johnesia Latay Lucas
Nathan Ryan Miner
Olubunmi Kenneth Olowoyo
Shaun J. Place
Elisabeth Anne Poore
Paola Robelo
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Sara Catherine Sheffield
Hongteng Shen
Sean Kyle Teeling
Julia Rochelle Tillery
 Magna Cum Laude
Toni Danielle Todd
 Magna Cum Laude
William Matthew Veal
 Magna Cum Laude
Aaron Christopher Ward
Connor Mattingly Wathen
Michael Shaun Whalen
Rolston Marcelle Wilder III
Bachelor of General Studies
Christopher Michael Adams
Samuel Oluwaseun Adebiyi
John Earl Allen
Chere Christine Amend
Joshua Brian Atwater
Catherine Candler Ball
Kaitlin Noel Ball
Candace Simone’ Barham
Jordan Knox Barnes
Valerie Barnes
Keneisha Domique Baston
Mindy Jo Battles
Margaret O’Toole Beasley
Zachery Andrew Becker
Antonio Qhaar Bell
Bershad Pierre Bennett
Dillon Jacob Bennett
Dechanta Rashena Benning
Nickalous Kenneth Benson
Tatiana Rochelle Blanchard
Jeanie Pitchford Boland
Sidney Britt Bottoms
Frances Claire Bouy
Martha Anne Bouy
 Cum Laude
Jasen Robert Bowers
Lauren Ann Brandenburg
Cody Ryan Brannen
Andrew Franklin Brantley
 Cum Laude
Justin Kaleb Brown
Morgan Paige Brown
Rinaldo Robert Brown
Terronique Tamyra Brown
Lee S. Broxton
 Cum Laude
Mark Steven Bunch
Claude Claymon Burgess
Elsa Christina Burgess
Terri Smith Burnette
Chelsea Louise Butcher
Joudon Duane Butler
Tlicia Butler
Dorian Lucion Byrd
Nadia Charmane Campbell
Nicollette Chantel Canty
Shelly Ardrika Carpenter
Andrew Joseph Carr
Josh T. Ciarletta
Robert Andrew Clark
Jonathan Caleb Clauson-Hughes
Brandy Valencia Collins
Chianti Latifah Cone
Tracie Michelle Coney
Tyler James Cooper
Brenton Rhoshun Copeland
Shelby Mary Councilman
Christian Blake Craig
Brittany Ashton Craven
Susan Marie Cropper
Joshua Ruy Crowe
James Martin Curry
Jace Ellison Daley
Adam Logan Davis
Camilla Dolores Davis
Keenos R. Davis
Danielle Ryan Dehner
Rashean Delk
Sarah Hammond Eve DeLoach
 Magna Cum Laude
Lindsey Marie Downs
Sarah Jeanne Dozier
Nicolas Steven Drolet
Felicia Cora Lee Dunn
 Magna Cum Laude
Michael T.  Durden
Jeremy Ryan Edwards
Sarah Briann Evans
Jasmine Anne Favors
Ryan Jeffrey Flowers
Daniel Lamar Franklin
BreeAnna Freiger
Ramada Temekae Fuller
Hannah Elizabeth Gaddy
Phylicia Nicole Gallmon
John Mark Garner
Kevin Anthony Julian Garrett
Cynthia Ruth Gibson
David Joseph Glow
Shelby Marie Godbee
Brian David Golden
Wesley Tayari Goss-Geffrard
Louis C. Graham
Laura Nicole Grantham
Arthur Green III
Kristopher Ernest Green
Mary Sun Green
Andrew Donald Greer II
DeKindra Camille Grier
Theresa Lashana Gullatt
William Donald Hamilton III
Rindy Leigh Handy
Rodfarius Jovortric Harland
Cynthia Sherise Harper
Justin Darrell Harris
David Charles Haugabrook
Desteni Lyntrice Hawkins
Jennifer Marion Hays
Erin Nichelle Hendrix
Pierre Lanal Hendrix
Derrick Peter Henry, Jr.
Jarell Tramaine Hensley
Charles Michael Hettler
Robert Jeffrey Hewlett Jr
Heather Alexandra Hillstrom
Alexandria Elizebeth Hisey
Clinton Evan Hodges
Deborah Eurachel Holloway
Brandee R. Howard-Haney
Jack Keith Hubbard
Jo-Tillie Ann Humphries
Charisma Jasmine Hunt
Katherine Hunter
Michelle Cynthia Isaac
Brandon Lavon Jackson
Jaleesa Nicole Jackson
Timothy Clay Jarriel III
Whitney Nicole Jenkins
Dexter Maurice Jimerson, Jr.
Kenzie Curtis Johnson
Precious Page Johnson
Tyler Scott Johnson
Kristen Marie Nessmith
Angela N. Jones
Leroy Forrest Jones, Jr.
Nicholas Scott Keller
Margaret Mamie Kendall
Michael Ray Kimbrell
Nathaniel Antron Kingsland
Barry Clay Kirkland
Joseph Brian Kirkland
Mary Elizabeth Kirkland
Megan Linn Meredith
Oyinkansola Oludare Laditan
Frances Elizabeth LaFoy
Rachel G. Landmon
Brad Allen Lane
Charlene Santrese Lane
Kevin Duane Langlie
Carrie Lynn Lanter
 Cum Laude
Randalla Chanel Lawrence
Katlyn Rose Lenard
Kristin Nicole Leonard
Christian Alexander Lewis
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Thomas LeMont Lewis
Iesha Maureen Little
Polly Annette Logan
 Magna Cum Laude
Corben Rae Lowden
Evan Miles Lukowiak
Quinton Jamari Lunn
Tanesha Lyons-Holmes
Dylan Wayne Maddox
Michael Scott Madsen
Alexander Ryan Mahncke
John Webb Marshall
Dominique Shynette Martin
 Cum Laude
Bret Adams McGonigle
Madia Anne McKeithen
Jerick Deshun McKinnon
Donta Andrevius McMichael
John Joseph Mercurio
Graille Elizabeth Merritt
Anslie Gabrielle Middleton
Joseph Morgan Boozer Middleton
Elizabeth Garrison Miller
Mark Anthony Milligan
Nathan Christopher Milner
Richard Wayne Mincey II
Chelsea Faye Mitchell
Kaila Marie Mitchell
Brandon Mekell Montford
Conchita Malaika Moody
Matthew Allen Moore II
Joy Fine Morell
Brandi Elaine Morgan
Janet M. Morgan
 Magna Cum Laude
Kevin Christopher Morgan
Jonathan Thomas Morris
Robert Jordan Morrison
Kevin Lee Morton
 Magna Cum Laude
Floyd Damion Oneil Moulton
Carlio Andretti Murray
Haley Gail Murray
Richard Pinson Murray
Latoya Shenise Nealey
Brittani Nicole Nethels
Breana Denise Newell
Jacob Lee Newell
Caitlin Elise Newman
Charlie Nguyen
Jesse Chima Nkemka
Kenneth Jerome Norris, Jr
Aleica Lani North
Jorge Andres Ochoa
Erin Marie O’Connell
Melissa Bridget Odom
Kyle Gunther Oehlbeck
Michael Anthony Pierannunzi
Kriston Nicole Pittman
Monica Clarke Plut
Carlos Akeem Powell
William Foresman Powell
Donnivan Craig Presley
Brent Allen Pugh
Kevin Wade Purvis
Kathleen Elizabeth Putnal
Courtney Samantha Qualls
Cory Eugene Reagin
Austin Lamar Reddick
Meredith Shalli Redlin
Blake Alexander Riley
Kirvin Kieta Roberts
Whitney J. Roberts
LaRhonda Janay Robinson
Sara Katelyn Rogers
Kimberly D. Rollins
Christopher Gabriel Roper
Matthew Sheldon Russell
Brent Charles Sanders
Michael Carmine Sangiorge
Kaam’ron Nicco Sartin
Lauren Ashley Sawyer
David Eric Scheuer
Celeste Simone Scott
Kadia Kimberly Scott
Laron Jay Scott
Trevor O’Neil Shaw
Brandi Wilson Shelnut
Cory Jamahl Shelton
Russell Shannon Sheppard
Deondra Kashayla Sherrod
Johnathan Allen Shultz
Nicholas Frank Shurling
Lauren Heyward Simmons
John P. Simpson
David Andre’ Skinner
Andrea Lee Slaven
 Summa Cum Laude
Amber Rechelle Smith
Jessica Yvonne Stanfield
Robert Andrew Stevens
Robert Brantley Stevens
John Thomas Stewart
Simone Odessa Stewart
Malquom H. Stoudmire
Brandon Omar Street
Melia Rose Strickland
 Summa Cum Laude
Reginald Dean Sullivan II
Blair J. Taylor
Catherine Sebastian Thaliath
Ashley Latrese Thomas
Kianna Racquel Thomas
Brandon T. Thompson
Joanna Thompson
Matthew K. Thompson
Thomas Neal Thurson
Trevor Dane Tisdale
Lindsey Ann Townson
Tonya Rhena Trudell-Butler
Nolan Walker Turner
Paul Marcus Uyanga
Cecilia Viara
Ada Mae Walker
Michelle Maria Walker
Gabriel Lee Walls
Jessica Layne Walters
James Larry Wells
Lavelle Armond Westbrooks
William R. Wester III
Megan Christa Wheeless
La Tasha Nicole White
Shakarra Chuntrell White
Destini R. Williams
Jacquelyn Nicole Williams
Tavaris M. Williams
Darion Sterling Wilson
Justin Taylor Wilson
Denziel Malcolm Wright
Melanie Wynell Wright
Jake Austin Young
Mary Rachel Zehner
 Summa Cum Laude
Milfred Wade Zeno, Jr.
Bachelor of Music
Adam Dale Akridge
Anthony Jarvis Alberti
Katherine Irene Cascini
 Magna Cum Laude
Samuel Cho
Caitlin Claire Conneff
 Cum Laude
Michell Leigh D’Amico
 Cum Laude
Meredith Rose Dowse
 Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Ryan Gunnells
Jasmine Danielle Hines
Ariel J. Hodges
Aja Dionna Hoeller
 Cum Laude
Joseph Daniel Hunter
Michael James Johnson
Richard Andrew Johnson, Jr.
Lillia Andrea Lara Sanchez
James Whittaker Locke
 Cum Laude
Amber Nicole Miller
 Cum Laude
Sean Michael O’Brien
Oluwatito A. Osibodu
Ashley Nicole Rivera
Anthony Paul Shelton
 Cum Laude
Michael Andrew Ziemba, Jr.
 Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science
Jessica Leigh Adams
Lorena Cherie Afa
Sarah Brannon Ager
Joshua Alvarado
Asia K. Anderson
Elijah Joel Anderson
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Victoria Megan Anderson
 Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer Lynn Arthurs
Richard Blake Ayscue
Jordan Lyndsey Bailey
Lauren Nicole Bailey
Mark Scott Barnes II
Brittany May Barrett
Kiley Chandler Barrett
Alyssa Nicole Bassi
Chelsey Kathleen Bell
Nadine Tamara Benjamin
John Douglas Best
Emily Ann Bishop
Carolyn Ruth Blackwell
Aezha Celeste Blake
Laura Katherine Booth
Robert Hayden Bosshardt, Jr.
Troy Shaheed Bowen
Timothy Dale Bragg
Natalie Dee Branch
Deaira Tarez Brown
Jeffery Dale Brown
Tahj Montez Brown
Tiffany D. Brown
Xavier Robert Brown
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Teco Perez Browning
Lauren Ashley Burchfield
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Jamerson Reid Burke
 Cum Laude
Thomeya JeNae Burnett
Kristen Nicole Campbell
 University Honors Program Scholar
Kayley Marie Carnes
Megan Sherie Carter
Rebecca Rae Case
 Cum Laude
Christian Elizabeth Chance
 Summa Cum Laude
Chelsie Marie Chancey
Courtney Ann Chaney
Fredrick Burdett Chapin
Laura Wells Chapin
John Pickard Cheek
Brittany Lauren Childers
 Magna Cum Laude
Joann Chidera Chime
Joseph Michael Cobern
Kara Nicole Cofield
Tremel Coleman
Donald Judson Conkle
Jordan Michelle Conway
Rachel Anne Corbin
 Cum Laude
Joshua Allen Corley
Nina Kate Cowart
Adrian Scot Crane
Rachel Anne Crawford
Megan Ann Crowley
Ciara Skie Cummings
Lacey Brooke Curry
Brandon Dale Cyprien
Matthew Gabriel D’La Rotta
Lindsey Elissa Denton
 Cum Laude
Crystal Ann Dowell
Leslie Nicole Dozier
Savannah Joy Dozier
Jada S. Dozier-Johnson
Evan Robert Dressler
Erin Louise Drummond
Jessica Ann Durrence
 Magna Cum Laude
Benton Bradley Dutcher
Marcus Bernard Duvall
Teresa Hall Dyches
Benjamin Patrick Dyer
 Magna Cum Laude
Naundie LaShawn Eason
 Magna Cum Laude
To’meisha Shantrice Edwards
 Cum Laude
Shanara Natia Ellis
Quaniqua Jvonne-Lillian Epps
Courtney Narie Escher
Justin Lee Farino
Matthew Ryan Farmer
Shelby B. Farmer
Shanna Natalia Felix
 Cum Laude
Jasmine Chenice Fillmore
Caroline Wylie Fletcher
Alexandria LeKae Ford
Kaitlyn Rebecca Fraley
Darelle Ja’mmon Freeman
Payton Elizabeth Fritch
Brooklyn Avery Frost
Kristin Sloan Fulton
Aria Carol Gabol
Lura Beth Gamble
Lindsay Taylor Gaskins
Sruti Treasa George
Lauren Faye Gertler
 Magna Cum Laude
Brittany Lynn Gibbs
 Cum Laude
Asea Lashaye Gilmore
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Charles Ashley Glover, Jr.
Lionel Sevesta Glover, Jr.
Laniea Danielle La’Chay Golden
Daryl Eugene Grandberry
Courtney Latrice Grant
Dallas Zachary Gray
Briana Elise Green
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Phillip Michael Gresham
Brandi Leigh Grey
Tantania Le’Shay Grier
Juan Diego Guevara Pinto
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Joseph Robert Guglielmetti
Jaclyn Ann Gutknecht
Kathryn Louise Hadden
Sja-mese Renee Hagans
Hannah BreeAnne Haggard
 Summa Cum Laude
Raven R. Hall
Laura Michelle Hamilton
 Magna Cum Laude
Randall Fontaine Hampton
Derek Ivy Hardge
Ebony Danielle Harris
Jadeshala Chauntina Harris
Rhiana Elyssa Harris
Ashley Nicole Hayes
Alexandra Rini Heilman
Brooke Julia Hendrix
Melika Deshawn Hill
Taylor Johnson Holley
 Cum Laude
Shakeem Samuel Holloway
Ashley Jennae Horton
Tavidee Tevandel Hoskins
Tyler Alexandria Houston
Demetrice Sandell Howard
Lauren Claire Howard
 Summa Cum Laude
Rebecca Kathleen Howell
 Magna Cum Laude
Marybeth Cali Hreha
Katherine Lane Huffman
Anthony Shodamola Hughes, Jr
Alyssa Paige Hutcheson
Thomas Howard Hutchison
 Magna Cum Laude
Brittany Marie Hutto
Bethany Michille Hyder
Robert William Ibbotson
Marie Halimatu Ibrahim
Chinyere Kristina Ikedionwu
Wyketa Rachelle Jackson
Breia Danyelle Jefferson
 Cum Laude
Laura Marie Jefferson
Natalie Layne Jennette
Enjoli Nichelle Johnson
 Summa Cum Laude
Hayley Grace Johnson
 Cum Laude
Jessica L. Johnson
Michael Alexander Johnson
Troy R. Johnson
Shukia R. Jones
Walter Jones
David Hunter Joyce
Rachel Lynn Jubran
 Cum Laude
Jerald Dylan Keene
Jamison Kieth Keenum
Sara Carson Kehoe
Sarah Elizabeth Kelley
Patrick Thomas Kelly
 Cum Laude
Shannon Bates Kennerly
Chad Aaron Kenney
Maika Elizabeth Kicklighter
Chase Lamond King
Brian Adam Kolesar
Faith Lara Kuhn
 Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Anthony Lamay
Rebecca Lara Marie Lee
 Magna Cum Laude
Zachary Lewis Lee
Ashley Cole Lewis
 Cum Laude
James V. Lewis
Nikia Lynn-Marie Lewis
Christine Michelle Lindsey
Raven Keshannon Littlejohn
 Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer Nicole Lodge
Lauren Marie Lopez
Leann Luckett
James Michael Lynn
Briana Nicole Mack
Kelsea Elizabeth Magel
 Cum Laude
Paige Christine Malandro
Mallory Michelle Mann
Hayley Ruth Markowitz
Miranda Kaitlyn Marshall
Javonte Rashay Martin
Laura Tinsley Martin
Marissa Jean Martin
Kathleen Silva Martins
Kristy Lee Maxwell
 Magna Cum Laude
Christian Blayne May
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Akil Lateef Mayer
Eden Brittany Mayfield
Amanda Marie Maynard
 Cum Laude
Lindsay M. McCarty
Kimeko Nicole Mccoy
Samantha Isabella Ametter McCrae
Charles Jackson McGahee
Iesha Simone’ McGruder
Travis Trenderrius McKnight
Nicole Marie McLaughlin
Krystal Chanel McMath
Miranda Chavon Latrice McNeal
Briana Leigh McNeil
 Summa Cum Laude
Catherine Michelle McWalters
Jennifer Lee Medley
Marla Lynn Meredith
Carla Shea Metts
 Magna Cum Laude
Allie Sherrol Miles
Lauren Lee Miller
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Jacob Edward Milo
Kaylen Devon Mitchell
Jose’ Angel Molina
Paige Elizabeth Mollenkopf
Samantha Monteagudo
Ayana Michelle Moore
Mary Elizabeth Moore
Celia Denise Mopkins
Justin Phillip Morales
Liana Francis Moran
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Melissa Re’Nee Morgan
Matthew Wayne Morrison
Megan Nicole Mounkes
Holly Brook Muhlhan
 Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Elizabeth Mullins
Brian Oliver Murphy
Talia Charlotte Myrick
Caty Chrysteen Nagel
Margaret Olivia Nelson
Nathan E. Nelson
Casey Amanda Newborn
Bianca Shanae Nichols
Hunter William Norton
Chelsea Lynn Nylen
Ore Jessica Obasanya
Robert Francis O’Donnell
Thomas Patrick O’Donnell
Rebecca Kathryn Nance
Michael Thomas O’Leary
Beverly I. Onwualu
Corey Patrick Calisle O’Quinn
 Cum Laude
Emily Ann O’Rear
Carmen Leigh Owens
Michael Robert Paddrik
Kristen Grady Pappaterra
Alice O’Quinn Parker
Jessica Katarina Partridge
 Cum Laude
David Sean Patrick
Derek Jordan Petty
Brittany Lillian Phillips
Jenny Nerlande Pierre
Bridgette Alexis Poole
Morgan Louise Poole
Hollie Georgia Porter
Rashelle Tiara Christina Postell
Kirsten Alyse Powelski
Ashley Lauren Price
Tanner Elizabeth Pritchard
Benjamin Emory Proctor
Staci Marie Pyle
 Summa Cum Laude
Gabriel A. Quintero
Erin Brooke Rabon
Rebecca Paige Rahn
Abby Christine Raines
 Cum Laude
Jacob Dalton Rainey
Sabrina Mercedez Rainey
 Cum Laude
Allison Blanche Rajher
 Cum Laude
Ashley Carroll Rand
Virginia Marie Reddick
Erika Blair Reed
Jessie-Marie Yancey Reese
Camille Morghan Reid
Michelle Latrice Renfroe
Sarah Elizabeth Reuter
Caroline Mary-Elizabeth Ripa
Chantel Alys Robertson
Richard Taylor Rockett
 Britny M. Sadowski
Nishat Afroz Saeed
Sydney Danielle Saffold
Ticely Marie Sanders
Natalia Michele Santiago-Robles
Atia Jamillia Scott
Aleshia Shanel Sealey
Dhara Rohit Shah
 Magna Cum Laude
Ayanna I. Shaheed
Walter Scott Shepherd
Allysa Louise Shigetomi
Ericka Denese Shinholster
Austin Lee Shugart
Chara Bianca Sims
Samantha Marie Skipper
Trinity Eugene Smalley
Adria Michelle Smith
Bradlei Renee Smith
Chelsea Erin Smith
Jani Shiree Norma Smith
 Magna Cum Laude
Courtnee Nicole Speigner
Erik Howell Spikes
Sarah Rose Steinberg
Anthony Dwight Stephenson
Erin Denise Stewart
Brittany Michelle Straham
Charles Alexander Stroud
Kyle Stacey Stroud
Jaquaysha Monique Suggs
Daryl Joseph Sullivan
Taylor Ivey Sullivan
Austin Michael Tadlock
 Summa Cum Laude
Shankeil Santrail Tarver
Charisma-kimber Tataw
Andrew Nicholas Taunton
Mallory Diane Taylor
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Nneka Simone Thaxton
Anthony Demetrius Thomas
Tre Anthony Thornton
Christopher Brett Tillman
Aarian Paige Tipton
Janae Bre’ Ahn Tipton
Mariann Donina Torrence
 University Honors Program Scholar
Nicolasa Annette Torres
Michelle Lee Townsend
Lashawn Lashay Tuper
Sara Elizabeth Turner
Savanna Christine Ullman
 Cum Laude
Jose Raul Valladares Pavon
Ruth Keturah Vermong
Samaria Faith Vincent
Yannick Asad Vinson
Catherine Ann Wagener
James Edward Wagner
Macie Marie Walters
Allison Elizabeth Walthall
Shannon A. Wanco
Samuel C. Watkins
Hannah Paige Weaver
 Magna Cum Laude
Alysha Nicole White
Devan Rochelle White
Krysta Laleigh Wilkins
Angelia Alexis Williams
Brandon Ty’Riz Williams
Shanequa Rafel Williams
Andrew Lee Williamson
Ryann Alana Pearson Willoughby
Antonese S. Wilson
Kea’erra L. Wilson
 Magna Cum Laude
Brooke Allison Windle
Elizabeth Anne Woehrel
 Cum Laude
Thomas G. Wohlbach
Brittany Katherine Woods
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Brittany Monique Woods
 Cum Laude
Molly Elizabeth Worrell
 Cum Laude
Cynthia Noel Wright
Holly Morgan Wright
 Cum Laude
Elizabeth Lee Yanda
Matthew James Yesner
Carolyn Frances Zabski
Benjamin Michael Zachary
Albert Kendall Zimmerman
Daniel A. Zuardo
Bachelor of Science in Graphic 
Communications Management
Matthew Caleb Gibson
Courtney Estelle Restivo
Jacob Kyle Riffe
Margaret Egan Wooten
Bachelor of Science in Justice Studies
John Scribner Abbott III
 Cum Laude
Laquisha Shanella Aggison
Franck Anzara
Jonathan Dean Hopkins Ashcraft
Jeffrey Brannen Beasley
Alexander Lawrence Bloomquist
Jena Alexis Branch
 Magna Cum Laude
Alexandra Susan Breed
 Summa Cum Laude
Tanner James Bush
Jeremy Sherrod Butler
Clinton Tyler Campbell
Corey Scott Carnahan
Gregory Cirius
Josh Michael Clarkson
 Cum Laude
Raemi Frances Cobb
 Cum Laude
Lauren A. Cochran
 Cum Laude
Patrick J.Coerver
Candace Kamaya Cooper
Daryl Llewellyn Cowins
Peter Nathaniel Davis
Talia Brianna Davis
 Cum Laude
Milton Dockins III
Raymond Alexander Doke, Jr.
Rebecca Jordan Farmer
Jackson Gregory Fields
Edward Mantler Ford
Kimberly Deonte Foreman
Pamela Coney Foreman
Sarah Elizabeth Forrester
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Dakota Graham Fox
Kristopher Alan Fulop
Zachary William Grogan
Meghan Stephanie Hale
 Magna Cum Laude
Brock Samuel Hanberry
Brittney Lynet Harkleroad
Linda Jeanette Harrington
Kelley Sue Hartman
Alonzo Lovelle Hedgspeth
Kyle William Henderson
Christopher Lee Henson
Erin N. Hill
Holly Nicole Hillhouse
Xavier Jardan Holmes
Tiffany Lacora Hood
Justin Thomas Hoyle
Eliazette Jeanelle Johnson
 Cum Laude
Patrick Douglas Johnson
Tiffany R. Johnson
Sally Kathryn Jones
Daniel Paul Jordan
Laqetria Monique Jordan
Mario Alberto Juarez
Laura Lynn Keating
William Charles Korwan
Jake William Latham
Brandon Rashad Lewis
Jack Wilson Lightfoot
 Cum Laude
Kevin James Lindberg
Kelly Eryn Long
Morgan James Lord
April Alicia Lowe
Joseph Skaff Mack IV
Alexandria Delores Mann
Cedrean Jacquis McEachin
Eric Michael McGlamery
John David Miles, Jr.
Robert Shane Miller
Stosh Paul Modrow
Andraelya Cymone Moody
Allie Jocelyn Morris
David Hunter Nix
 Cum Laude
Elizabeth Corrine Oakley
Erica Ashley O’Brien
 Cum Laude
Keith Michael Padgett
Sarah Elizabeth Parker
Simon Mikell Peed
Corey Brandon Phillips
Cassandra Prescott-Sapp
Emily Brooke Pye
Zingha Ama Pyne
Breanne Kayla Felicia Ramnauth Redley
Skylar Marquis Reese
Erika Barbara Denise Sams
Graham M. Sanders
Alexander Anton Scheib
Ian Tyler Scruggs
Michael Wyman Shealy
Melony Singletary
Jamarius Lontrel Smith
Austin Joseph Spires
Alfreida Cymone Stewart
Tyler Benjamin Stewart
Kody Ray Stoddard
Jessica Marie Teegarden
David Hunter Thompson
Tara Nicole Toole
Lindsay Grace Upton
Lakeisha Renita Washington
Shataria L. Watt
Kimberly Renae White
 Magna Cum Laude
Deshante Travious Wilburn
Jasmine Chonte Wilkson
Angelia Alexis Williams
Zachary Miller York
CoLLeGe oF SCIenCe and 
matHematICS
Bachelor of Arts
Gabriella Zoie Allison
Chelsea Inez Bruce
Ashley Michelle Byrd
Steve Hun Cho
Shaquille Dante’ Christmas
Daniel Ambrose Cistola
Melanie Ben’Nisea Clark
Jerome Martice Davis, Jr
Austin Layton Faulkner
Anna Barri Gaines
Jordan Jeffery Garrett
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Tori Janae Goehrig
 Cum Laude
Erica Ashton Gonzales
Julia Thome Haymore
Samuel Quenton Ivey
Robert Brett Jenkins
Roger Franklin Johnson II
Elizabeth Marie Joyner
Aaron Michael Kennedy
Jessica Sha’lo Kent
Hangirl Kwon
Logan Anna Lavender
Jordan McCall Lord
 Cum Laude
Paige Ashley McCladdie
Stephen Matthew MacDonald
Benjamin Edward Massey
Meghan Anne Mauceri
Avery Kathleen Miller
Matthew Raymond Monaco
Eric Tyler Mosley
Howard Jacob Murphy
Jessica Amanda Newsome
Jihan Joy Padgett
Thomas Hamilton Rich
Eautreana Jalyse Robinson
Matthew Kelly Robinson
Bryan Sebastian Sandler
Barry Lee Sobasky
Deidra LaShantae Stallings
Michael Andrew Stegall
Stephen Zachary Sutton
Ian Christopher Walker
Mark Kainbridge Weaver
 Summa Cum Laude
Brandon Darnell  Williams
Edie Elizabeth Willis
 Cum Laude
Iesha Shabrika Wright
Elizabeth Logan Youngner
Richard Ellis Zettler
Bachelor of Science
Tyler Moore Arrington
 Cum Laude
Brittney Leigh Benzio
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Paige Wheeler Bunch
Shawntaria Lanise Burden
Alexander Lynn Cook
 Magna Cum Laude
Toni Bridgette Cook
 Magna Cum Laude
Derek Seth Gramling
Katherine Grace Gregoire
 Magna Cum Laude
Kyle Joseph Hartman
Courtney Maria Henderson
Brett M. Hill
Jacob Colby Hill
Megan Lee Hodnett
Kyle Aaron Houston
Angelice Josephine Ingalls
Shawn Michael Jackson
Brian Wesley Jones
Albert Sanders Killingsworth IV
 Manga Cum Laude
Kurt Villadsen Klein
Meredith Carol Lamb
Ryan Amerton Lemmen
Kristen Marie Lindsay
 Magna Cum Laude
Jamie Nicole Lynn
Matthew Charles McMahan
Lauren Ruth Millirons
Thomas Andrew Mitchell
Robert Kirkland Mobley
Jaime Armando Munoz
Kathlene Jane Ricketts
Joshua Stephen Roper
 Cum Laude
Clara Rose Rucker
 Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Owens Simon Schrom
Derek Carlton Spain
Hannah Marie Stevens
Pearlene Taylor
Zackery Egan Wright
Katelyn Anna Yeomans
 Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science in Biology
Emily Marie Abbott
Ashlee Olivia Addison
Tiffany S. Addison
Terico Swave Agnew
Jasmene Jamese Akles
Norinthia Michele Aldrich
Andrew Avery Auburn
Charlene Ayala
Ansleigh Sarah Banks
Daniel Anthony Bartlett
Laura Judith Bastien
Kacy Megan Bennett
 University Honors Program Scholar
Michael David Bergeron
Samay Bhushan
Dwianitra Danielle Bone
Keturah Alicia Bowe
 Magna Cum Laude
Jade Catherine Boykin
 University Honors Program Scholar
Megan Maria Brewster
Sterling Denard Brown
David Cano
Breann Renee Chambers
Makim Travis Christian
underGraduate Ceremony
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Alexis Ciera Collins
Caitlin Claire Conneff
 Cum Laude
Everett Michael Cooper
Brittany Alyson Crowe
Jose Luis Cruz
Ashley Lane Cumbie
Molly Rebecca Dalton
Sean Andrew Dauenhauer
Emily Christine Davis
Joseph Alexander Dounis
Simone Nicole Dumas
Patrick William Edgerly
Chinomnso Chinaechetam Ekeke
Troy Cameron Elliott
Pamela Tatianna Etienne
Nicholas J. Farmer
Blake Richard Ferguson
Kailyn Melissa Fittsporter
Kyle Edward Franks
 Cum Laude
Allison Mackenzie Garretson
Latoya Rachelle Glover
Katie Shiver Googe
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Sean David Goral
Mica Gianni Goulbourne
 Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Leigh Gray
James Spencer Green
Julian Shanice Greene
Veronica Symone Harper
Adrienne Nicole Harris
Julie Ann Harrison
Justin Richard Harvey
Ryan Chase Hopper
LaDalia Jenita Howard
Raven Areanna Howard
Lauren Taressa Hutton
Kaylah B. Ibidapo
 Cum Laude
Lauren Collese Jackson
Terrell Anthony Jackson
Rhoda Yola Joe
Jolie Kamara Kahn-Foss
Robert Dawson Kilcrease IV
Shenean E’stean King
William Bayliss Kirkconnell III
Katie Lauren Knight
 Magna Cum Laude
Stion Phillip Lairsey
Christina Lynn Landers
 Cum Laude
Larry Hilton Lane
Lauren Michelle Larocque
 Magna Cum Laude
Jenifer DeeAnn Lavender
 Summa Cum Laude
Louis Christopher Layton
Howard Ethan Lemon
Tiara Reshai Lewis
John Michael Ikaika Makekau
Savannah Diane Mathis
 Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Valentino McGoldrick
Emily Joy McManus
Brandon Allister McMaster
Sharhonda Deonta Mercer
Briana Denise Miller
 Cum Laude
Kelly Margaret Miller
William Keith Millians
 Cum Laude
Jamika Jade Monroe
Jasmine Iesha Monroe
Joy Ann Needham
 Cum Laude
Justin Alan Norris
Kristen Lee Oddi
Daniel Dean Ogden
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program
Edwin Rolando Orellana
Preeyanka V. Patel
Briana Gabriella Pitts
 Cum Laude
David Lawrence Plunkett
James Tyler Price
 Cum Laude
Courtney Elizabeth Puckett
Mattie Elizabeth Raiford
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
John Everitt Rayfield
Timothy Andrew Rhodes
Stephanie Cheng Richter
Broni Loriann Rix
Kathryn Dianne Rodenberger
Sydney Marie Rogers
Ward Hanson Sachs V
Nathan Donald Schimmel
Hannah Marie Sciarappa
Taylor Douglas Screws
Winton Kiari Sharpe
Christopher Myles Shepherd
Hannah Marie Sherman
Stephanie Rose Shipley
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
William David Shoemaker
Sarah Palmer Smith
Lindsay Marie Smoak
Alexandria Bianca Solomon
Nadia Simone Stringer
Matthew Phillip Stroud
Ashley M. Thomas
Alex Keith Troutman
Chemyeeka Lebrein Tumblin
Mara Michelle Usry
Lauren Elizabeth Veal
Sean C. Wallace
Michelle Diane Wallen
Julia Lanice Waller
Keith Nesta Walters
Alex Michael White
Alexander Grant Will
Alexandrea Michelle Williams
 Magna Cum Laude
Cassandra Christine Wood
Annquinette Lanique Woodard
Monifa Patrese Yearby
Katherine Dorothy Zielke
 Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
James Zachary Akins
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Vanessa Raquel Arendt
Thomas Rogers Beasley
April Szakal Berlyoung
 Summa Cum Laude
Travis Eugene Blanton
 Magna Cum Laude
underGraduate Ceremony
Rodney Eric Brannen
Lindsey Michelle Burch
Damien Leshaun Coleman
Brittany Alyson Crowe
Christopher Brandon Drew
 Magna Cum Laude
Jordan David Enyard
Alicia Alean Allegra Greene
Breanne Leigh Hamlett
 Magna Cum Laude
Ryan Christopher Harrelson
Rebekah Juanita Hill
Jessica Nicole Johnson
Takerra Karma Johnson
Brandon Rashad Jones
Charles Hugh Jordan
 Magna Cum Laude
Daniel Louis King, Jr.
Nytara Devin Mattis
 Cum Laude
Rebecca Erin McCall
 Cum Laude
Andrea Lindsey McCollum
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Anthony Michael Meyer
 Cum Laude
Rachel Margaret Mulder
 Cum Laude
Morgan E. Mullens
 Cum Laude
Kenya Latiffah Neal
Daniel Brinson Page
Bhavinkumar Rajesh Patel
 Cum Laude
Mayur Hasmukh Patel
 Cum Laude
Shaniqua La’Sha Pierce
Jessica Pierre
Samantha Lee Powell
 Cum Laude
Ansley Megan Puckett
Shannon Marie Rhodes
 University Honors Program Scholar
Curtis John Rodencal
Bryan Thomas Seymour
Raven Symone Stocking
Stephen Zachary Sutton
 Cum Laude
Mallory Lea Theis
Toan Phuong Tran
Julia Marie Trossarello
Simit Suresh Warang
Gordon Hunter Whitetree
Nicholas Conger Wieting
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Alan Candler Budd
Nikolas Alexander Logue
Bachelor of Science in Physics
David Willard Keene
Joshua Clay Klingel
 Magna Cum Laude
Hadayat Seddiqi
 Cum Laude
Gabriel Elias Sisson
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“Freedom” 
is a non-releasable american Bald eagle permitted to
Georgia Southern university’s 
Center for Wildlife education 
& Lamar Q Ball, Jr. raptor Center
 
In what has become one of the most popular traditions at Georgia 
Southern University, a flight over Paulson Stadium by an American 
Bald Eagle concludes the University’s Spring Commencement 
ceremony. The eagle flies over the graduates during the playing of 
the University’s Alma Mater, making him one of only two eagles in 
the world known to fly during an outdoor graduation event. 
Today’s ceremony marks the sixth time that Freedom, Georgia 
Southern University’s mascot, has made this ceremonial flight.
Freedom is a male Southern bald eagle that was found knocked 
out of the nest in Maitland, Florida. Only weeks old and appearing 
like a “brown ball of fuzz,” it was discovered that the young eagle 
had an injury to its beak and suffered from an infection. Rushed 
to the Florida Audubon Center for Birds of Prey, Freedom made a 
complete recovery from the infection, but the injury to the beak was 
permanent, preventing his release into the wild.  
With the permission of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Georgia Southern University acquired Freedom in 2004. Today, 
Freedom serves not only as an ambassador for wildlife and as 
Georgia Southern’s mascot, but as an iconic reminder of the strength 
and majesty of our nation. 
Through the Georgia Southern University Center for Wildlife 
Education and Lamar Q Ball, Jr. Raptor Center, thousands of visitors 
young and old are embraced by the power of Freedom.  Freedom 
is one of three American Bald Eagles that call Georgia Southern 
University home. In addition to the three American Bald Eagles, 
the Center for Wildlife Education and Lamar Q Ball, Jr. Raptor 
Center is also home to numerous species of native raptors, reptiles 
and amphibians. The Wildlife Center, a one-of-a-kind facility to be 
found located in the heart of a major University campus, is an 18-
acre sanctuary that welcomes tens of thousands of visitors every year.
For more information, visit:  www.georgiasouthern.edu/wildlife. 
Did You Know? 
•	 The bald eagle is found only in North America.
•	 The bald eagle became the official symbol of the United States of 
America in 1782.  
•	 Georgia Southern University adopted the eagle as its symbol in 
1960. 
•	 The bald eagle owes its name to the Middle English term “balled,” 
meaning “shining white.” The adult bald eagle’s head and neck 
feathers are all white, giving it the name “balled eagle,” meaning 
“white eagle.”
•	 The bald eagle has a wingspan of 6-8 ft., and makes its home along 
coastlines and large bodies of fresh water.
•	 Eagles are mature at five years of age.  
•	 Eagles require a 25-mile hunting territory and appear to mate for 
life (can live as long as 50 years).  
•	 Forty years ago, the bald eagle was nearing extinction with just 
417 nesting pairs of the birds known in the United States.  Today, 
the bird has made a remarkable comeback and is now off the 
Endangered Species List.  
•	 In 1983, no nesting pair of eagles could be found in Georgia.  
Today, Georgia has more than 150 known nesting pairs 
throughout the state.
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